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"With Malice toward None, with. Charity for
KOY",

Volume XVil.

old-tim-

though past eighty years of age went
out from her home in Roy and is helping care for them. Trinidad McGrath
and his wife who is a daughter of the
family, are also there. They knew
nothing of their misfortune until. after the death of her sister.
This family sent two soldiers, ta
the front in France, both of whom are
home and ministering to the sick children of the home with a tenderness
as touching as their conduct on the
battlefield was heroic. Both were ill
and their wan features still bear the
marks of suffering The Esquibel family, in the same locality, have also
been seriously ill and Mrs. Wm. C.
Roy and others were sent out in cars
donated to the Red Cross service and
are caring for them.
Waldo Morris has so far recovered
from pneumonia under careful nursing as to be able to sit up again.
Sam Strong, the most desperate
case to survive, is on the highway to
recovery.
His case was given up as
hopeless by the physicians but his
sister, Mrs. Kate Dunbar, who was
called from the Tucumcari Hospital,
where she is employed as a nurse,
never for a moment lost hope,and her
skill and knowledge, applied with the
courage of hope, aided by the serum
administered by the Trinidad physician, and the prayers of a host of
friends, all combined to pull him thru
Mrs. Dunbar and her sister, Mm.
Whitte, of Albion, Nebraska, left on
Tuesday in the assurance of his re-

k,

The Roberts & Olver Co. has erected a huge sign board, 85 feet long and
five feet high on top of their big lumber shed to "Tell the World" they sell
lumber and hardware. It is an efficient as well as expensive advertisement. Jim Pritchard, the carpenter,
built it.
Lieut. Bowen and wife are back
from their vacation tr:p cast, and ho
is at his old place in the Roy Trading
Co., Market.
Dr. 0. A. Sale, indicates that he inanother year
tends to read the
S-- A

afe

Frank Heimann called on his way
home from Raton Saturday and or- covery.
sent him at Albert, in
The organization of the Red
dered the
Home Service has been disbanded and
the future.
new cases coming in, where, help is
We are directed bv the Roy Base ended, will be cared for by the sec
Rail Team bv thr bi'nch to advice retary as needs require. It has been
Mills that Roy intends to play balljtne most 8trenuous siege in the his.
on the diamond next summer. amltory of Eoy and we believe the town
Mills is right in winning all the news- - Ln(i community has acquitted itself
paper games she can before the
credit that the Big Ideal which
son opens. Pickins for them are go- ha3 been the power behind the Red
Cross, has been chrystalized into real
ing to be slim thereafter.
deeds, that has "no hidden or uncer- ','
Mr. J. C. Kufer and his son, of tain meaning," It has embodied
They
i ty in "Acts of humanity."
develop
tern
to
out
coming
are
their 'arl'l i;vthe Mitchell Pasture thislhave gone to the rescue of suffering
Mr. Kufer writes us that he humanity regardless of race or creed
sv
y
C i recovered from Flu after where the chance of saving life was
chance of
five weeks and his wife died of iSthero evenly balanced with the
nv.:
losinr their own. and they have ex- W. H. Franzen writes from Chicago emplified the teachings and practices
We're not of the- Great Author of Christianity
daring us to stop his
to dwell on these things is to for
we Mian kuhwmuc
crninc to 00 11.
to remind him that he "Fell among get the wrongs, sins and falsehoods
thieves" the last time he was out of humanity and they point to a and
ture in which selfishness, avarice
uwu i.i
greea win nave a smuuer
past.
the
deMexican
The Santa Fe New
votes half a pago of its art suppleThe death of J. N. Nutter, was a
ment to an illustrated "pbituary" of shock to the community.
The famof
only
one
"The
Bryan Boru Dunne
called home from several
had
ily
been
of
most
Tiis kind" who has written
states on account of the serious illthe copy for that paper for the past ness of his youngest son, Johnny, who
ten years and is a character unique is now on the road to recovery. The
in newspaper annals and, frankly, a father contracted pneumonia and died
freak, in many ways. Mr. Dunne has
after an illness of only two days. Anquit the N. M. and sailed for Papeete, other son, Steen, and daughter, Misa
coum
tne
in
Tahita, Society Islands
Nira, were stricken, but are convaIts a clever story, lescing
Pacific Ocean.
at the Plumlee Hospital. The
frankly written as only his best friend funeral was held privately at the Roy
would dare to write it or cs he might Cemetery Saturday, only relatives and
have written it himself and is worth a few friends attending under quarreading even if you don't know him antine regulations. He was 68 years
personally.
of age.
Gran-bfrom
Jess Davenport writes
Washington's Birthday was celeMissouri for last week's
very quietly in Roy. The P. 0.
brated
which he failed to get. Now, we and Bank closed Monday, but all else
story
continued
the
was
wonder if it
went on as usual.
or the local news he wants?
S--
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S-- A

late t Mills, but who
went to Albuquerque recently writes
for the last thee copies of tk
and insisted on having them. Whilo
we are stnaining every facility till it
cracks to get an outfit so we can
print a real newspaper our friends
still seem to want what there is of
it at present and we feel flattered
by it but we can do better and we
C. A. Green,

S--

in-te-

to.
Longest Ore Dock.

Pulntli has nn ore dock 2,4"S feet
loiiir, tin lonsest In the world.
Vegetable

Leather.

The Japaneso grow a pluut which
furnishes a sort of vegetable leather.
It Is a pretty shrub called tho "niltsu-mata,- "
and its Inner bark, after going
through certain processes, is converted Into a substance as tough ns French
kid, so transparent that one can almost see through it, mid as smooth
and soft as cultskln.

1

Homer Holmes went to Tucumcari
Tuesday for a two days' business trip
Mrs. Mary E. Gimson

l.

of

Cim- -

.'

.
.
,., . .
n
and Bacon fund" to pay iov the eld
's,. - Ai. - Wei. dour,t hi;r sincerity in that
n
avaiejuem.
L

II. R. Johnson, of Solano is another
who says he can't be without the old
bad as it is, and sends the reason
for sending it on another year.
S--

The Flocrsheim Co. is building sev
eral tenant houses out of the mater
ial from the big warehouse they havj
torn down this winter.

er

Neis. Benson and family are all able
to be out again and are grateful for
the care given them and happy that
they are all spared from the fate that
has robbed us of so many of our people.

who has seen jnuch of the world
and a lodge man to whom fraternity is a living principle and
practice, not an academic theory,

The death list of Roy and vicinity
Mrs. Elby Bowman died at her from Flu
now numbers 15.
home in Hutchison, Kansas last
week and Elby has also been at Jack Mahoney and family are all
able to be out again but Jack is ready
deaths door but is better.
to sit down every time he sees a chair

yet.

That Flu sure takes it out of

Born: to Mr. and Mrs. Bob them all, even the most strenuous.
Grunig, Thursday morning, a fine
Mr. Bagwell fired up at the well
boy. Bob and Grandpa Kitchell drill Tuesday morning and tried to
"Buck the line" again. His weakenare both pretty chesty today.

ed condition aoon compelled him to
sit down and substitute head-wor- k
for
the hard work planned to do.

CARD OF THANKS

The people of the Brand
to xpress publicly thru the
columns of the
their deed
appreciation of the timely aid
rendered them by the organized
Red Cross workers during the re
cent scourge of Inflenza which
devastated the neighborhood.
Corn-wis- h

Mrs. Gibbons who has been at the
Plumlee Hospital for several weeks,
was able to return to her home near
Mofax Monday.
She is improving
slowly but surely.

S--

Lafe Deubler has opened up his
Photo Gallery again. He closed it
during the epidemic and devoted his
whole time to aiding in the Red Cross
work of relief, doing some most strenuous work and some lives saved are
mostly due to his help at the right
time.

Card of Thanks

We wish to thank all the kind
Je Ballard was iri town Tuesday
friends who came to our assistin his Ford Truck which "Gets .him
ance during the illness and at the here and get him norne again the
Cross death and burial of our beloved same day the past three years where

Mo.

Neosho,

i Personal Mention

s,

had a breakweek and
we shared the discomforts of our half
finished press room with the editor,
Claude Brashears, who was having a
lesson in the technique of composition,
make-u- p
and press workN while his
Ernest' Cochrane,
efficient side-kicwho has been doing the hard work.and
Claude the "Headwork" was indulging in a hard case of Flu contracted
while out nursing the sick in his community. We .are a little selfish in our
pleasure in helping the boys out. We
. shall expect them to remember it
when they get nearer the high-noo- n
of their journalistic career and we are
over the top and on the down grade.

1920,

The Beck Motor Co. got in a carload of Fords this week. All but two
were contracted for weeks ago and
these two were sold before the car
was unloaded.
Another carload is
coming also a car of Fordsons.
We are flooded with "Pershing for
President" literature from his headquarters at Lincoln, Nebraska. The
strong points of the argument offered
thus far is that e "kisses all the
babies" and flatters the
The fact that he was strong for shooting all who slept on duty under any
conditions and that President Wilson
saved many lives by pardons whom he
condemned
to death for violating
rules cf the Military Aristocracy, may
influence the soldiers to vote for
him and it may not. So far as wu
know he should have the votes of
all the babies he kisses,
By the way, he might get some
pointers on kissing from a herí of
the Spanish-America- n
war, still liv
ing Hobson.
,

NUMBER
NOT UNDERSTOOD

Odd Fellows

last

Saturday, February iS,

New Mexico,

Call for aid from the Red Cross
corps took several volunteer nurses
to Albert last week where Probate
Judge A. F. Chavez and his family !Í!i!!2iI!!l!i!l!llt!l!!M
and several other families were ill,
some very seriously. Help is still provided them and they are reported improving.
The I.Ü.O.F. Lodge will cele- One of the mo'st distressing cases
was discovered at the home of Juan brate its 9th anniversary next
Jose Trujillo. at his ranch, 12 miles Wednesday
evening by initiating
northwest of Roy where the whole
family of eighteen were sick with no seven candidates and and receiv u., 4.
l
one to care for them, ihe ranch is a nig a new
nieinuti uy uunsier.
picturesque place in the Red River
A big feed goes with it and Joe
brakes and isolated so that no one
knew of their illness for several days Beck and Harry Redd are on the
One daughter, wife of Jose C. Mae-sta- committee.
If you're not in on
died from pneumonia last week
you
lose.
it
leaving four small children. The rest
are all convalescing and, under the
care of friends who hastened to the
Mike McGuire is the name of
rescue, and aided by supplies from the
Red Cross they are now being well the new man at the Beck Motor
cared for. Mrs. Trinidad Lucero, al Co. garage. He is an

graft.
The Mills Developer
down with their press

County,

and with Firmness in the Right"

pÍE!!!!ll;i!!lli!i!!i:i!N

AreYouAssessed Epidemic Over
The Taxpayers Association urge3
that all who have notmade returns to
the assessor do so at once ííK order
that a complete and equitable assessment be made. It is further to be
urged that you do this and avoid
the certainty of a 25 per cent penalty
added to a high assessment if the
assessor has to guess at your property. Its bad enough that the big
corporations who have no souls to
lose dodge taxes till we get up courage enough to compel them to come
across without private individuals
trying to renig on their duty as citizens. The fact that much of the money is wasted, grafted, and misused is
no excuse for you, as a citizen not
doing your part. Your duty does not
end with assessing and paying your
taxes. It is a3 much your duty to
see that the money is used for legitimate purposes after you pay it and
to see that public ofllie is public service, not merely an opportunity to

Moka

AH,

wife and mother, Especially to! used to take him three days to
'
- '
the Red Cross workers to whosé
efficient and unt'ring care we owe
L. A. Nugen, of Harper, Kansas,
returned recently and now lives in
SO much.
Roy. We made a painter of him last
Oscar Blunk and Children. week long enough to start the paint
'

ing of our new office. He is now car- Paul Anderson's new house is at Petering with John Hornbaker,
last being built.
Te never underTom Smith is home again and driv-th- e
stood why it should have been de
dray line for his father. T. A.
layed so long when he has been so
anxious for its completion but mayb; Smith, whose time is now taken up
we will be shown the reason now that with the job of Village Marshal.
its leap-year.

ARE YOU ENUMERATED?

The Census work for the first dis
trict of New Mexio is nearing completion.
The enumerators in eVaisn
of the work were instructed to do th;ir
best to enumerate all the people within this district, but a few might have
wonder,
Why life is life, and then we fall been missed. If you are one of these
fill out the blank and mail it to Juan
asleep
Not understood.
Duran, Census Supervisor. Clavton.
Not understood. We gather false im New Mexico:
;.
pressions
Name
And hug them closer as the years Address
KO by,
Precinct r Ward within which vou
;
Till virtues often seem to us trans.:
reside
Your relation to the Head of the fam- gressions;
And thus men rise nnd fall and live
Do you own or rent your house
and die
If owned, is it free or mortgaged
Not understood.
Not understood. Poor souls with
Sex
Color or race
Age
stunted vision
, Single, married or diOft measure giants by the narrow
vorced
gauge,
Are you a citizen of the Ü.S
The poisoned shafts of falsehood and Natural born or naturalized
derision
Year of immigration to the U.S
Are oft impelled 'gainst those who Year of naturalization, if naturalized
mold the age
Have you attended school since Sept.
1, 1919
Not understood.
Not understood. The secret springs Can you read
Can you write
of .action
Which lie beneath the surface and In what state or country were you
the show
born
4
Are disregarded.
Your father
With
tion
Your mother
We judge our neighbors, and they Mother tongue of father
Of Mother
often go
Do you speak English
Not understood.
Not understood. How trifles often What is your profession
change us.
Where are you employed
The thoughtless sentence or the Are you an employer, work for wages
fancied slight
or own account
Destroy long years of friendship and
We trust you shall endeavor to
estrange us
these questions to the best of
And on our lives there falls a last your knowledge and in this way coing blight
operate with this office in giving our
Not understood. "
state what it is coming to her in a
Not understood. How many breasts fair and square count of her people
and resources.
are aching
For lack of sympathy. Ah, day by
If any members of your family or
day,
your neighbors family were missed
How many cheerless, lonely hearts by the enumerators follow the above
in giving their names.
are breaking!
If an owner
How many noble spirits pass away--N- of land or live stock write to this office for a blank schedule we will be
understood.
0 God! that men would vsee a little glad to furnish one or send the numclearer,
erator after the information. RememOr judge less harshly when they ber that all information given this
office will be kept strictly confidential
cannot see! .
0 God! that men would draw a little People connected with taxation will
have no access whatever to the infornearer i
To one another! they'd be nearer mation given this office.
Not understood.

We move along

asuader;
Our paths grow wider as the season's creep
Along the years; we marvel and we

Rural Phones
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self-satisf-

en-sw- er

ot

Thee,
And understood.

Steen Nutter returned Tuesday to
Willard N. M., where he is manager
If you, have profiteers in the big of the Chas. Ilfeld Co.
stores. He is
brownstone buildings, you will have only
partly recovered from the flu.
held-u- p
men in the stretts.
If you have a "to hell with the Peo.
Mr. Strong of Guthrie, Okla., who
pie" spirit in your higher offices, you
are going to have a "to hell with tho was called here by the illness of his'
Government" spirit in the lower sec- nephew, Sam Strong, returned home
tions 'oí your cities-and
don't you Tuesday
forget it! What's sauce for the capitalistic gander is sauce for the labor-isti- c
NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC

y

rA

goose.

too much to say that the
whole impetus of this present plague
of lawlessness came from the top. Its
whole reason for being comes from
what we so wrongfully call the "upThese more favored
per classes."
classes were lawless first. And their
lawlessness is coming back upon them
with redoubled retribution, for tho
very fact that it is they who are now
'pleading for law and order is the rea- son Why the plea is laughed at. Yes,
law that the people may be kept in
order, but no order so strict as that
jthe privileged ones shall have to obey
the law! that is the mocking answer.
When they are trying the criminals
of the Great War, they ought not to
overlook the profiteers.
What you find at one extreme of
society, you will find at the other. If
you have profiteers in the big brown
stone buildings, you will have hold-u- p
men in the streets. It is not only the
"Reds" who are destroying society
it is also the men who destroy the
people's confidence in the possibility
of right intentions being followed out.
What we need is not revolution in society, but regeneration in human na
ture. We are ready to lay the faurt
tnywhere but where it belongs m
human nature. Humanity constitutes
society; if you would mend society you
must improve humanity Henry Ford

It is not

Convention!
The Liberty Garage has been distributing that last car of Chevrolet
Every minister of Mora county is
about the country this week and are
ready for another car load. The big to be a part of the one hundred per
cent" Pastors' Conference to be held
truck is an attractive machine.
in Albuquerque, Feb. 19, and 20, when
the pastors of New Mexico including
J. F. Young, of Nevinville, Iowa, every denomination, will
meet in th
arrived with a car of his stock and first conference of its kind ever held
find
week
goods
to
household
last
that in the State.
the Nutter family were 111 and unable
This Interchurch World Movement
to give possession of the farm he pur- will be the most talked
of event since
chased from them last fall. He rentthe
last
world
as
war,
the greatest
place
Laguna
at
ed Jthe Rev. Russel
in America are backing it and
leaders
Seca,and moved in tnere temporarily. a large number of this country's very
His family arrived Sunday and will wealthiest men
are behind financialvisit his sister, Mrs. V. A. Strawn, ly in the interest of real itchurch coand camp at their temporary home operation, service and efficiency.
until they can go to their new home.
Every pastor in New Mexico will
receive free railroad rare to and from
T. It. Pint went to Oklahoma last
the Conference, together with the Pull
week and returned Sunday with his
man car fare and will be entertained
son, who has been visiting there, and
"Harvard Plan" at the homes of the
a new Dodge car which they drove members of his denomination in Al through in two days. Mr. Pint has
buquerque through the three days.
given up his trip to Iowa this winter
"Keep your eye on the preacher"
Ellis Abernathy went to Amarillo
and will remain and build a new house is the word which emanates from the
cours
Sunday to take the four-day- s'
by the
Hea(l-rs- ,
Tractorneering
offered
free
btat0
in
glad
had to give up their visit but
J. I. Case Co. He has learned by exthey are to be months ahead in their
The National Wool Growers Assn. perience that more detailed knowledge
plans here because of it.
will meet at Roswell, March 8th and of his machine will save days of lost
9th. A program of education and en- time in operating it and make him a
better farmer under the new order
tertainment is planned.
which decrees the tractor is the coThe epidemic of flu has subsided mingno the present farm power and
The events of the past few weeks in Rov. and the cases where it has you must know how to run ono to be
have brought home to many as never broken out in outlying districts are in the game.
before the necessity for the. Rural less numerous and Iocs severe than
S. R. Crouse ef Mills, lost tke tws
.
Telephone system to b extended into at first.
vary community and into almost evThe quarantine was raised in town middle fingers of his right hand ia a
lie was brot
the. schools onened Tues- - cornsheller Saturday.
ery home. Tiie Phone has been a
blessing as well nr. a rjcessi;.y to those day morning after the entire building
who have had it and the luck of it had been thoroughly disinfected and his wound dressed and he is getting
has caused much unnecessary driving ventilated. The attendance was light along as well as could be expected.
and expense in caring for the sick. If this week but Schsol was organized
NOTICE
the Flu epidemic does not result in a so that all will be normal by next
large increase in business for the Roy week.
Notice is hereby given, that the
telephone system, we are mistaken.
New cases reported were the chilThe service given by Mr. Gilstrap, not dren of Mr. Bowman, near Pleasant Mora Abstract Company, has changOnly in continuous phone service but View, and Ben Stuart, wife and tw ed ownership, all business communiThey are cations must be addressed to the Mora
in ministering at the couch of suffer- eldest sons near Liberty.
Abstract Company direct and not to
ing, and that of his wife who stuck reported doing well.
any individual. Mr. Tom J. Taylor
in spite of fa
to the switch-boar- d
tigue that he might help in relief work
J. M. Beck, of Sedgewick, Colorado, Jr., is no longer connected with the
are worthy of substantial apprecia- a brother of J. W. and Roy Beck, of above company or in the abstract
j the Beck Motor Co., has been here vis- work, except to finish some work on
tion.
We hope and expect to see every iting them and seeing how the new hand before this date.
By
community and hamlet within the in- - company is starting off. He admits
PHJLIP N. SANCHEZ,
Secretary Mora Abstract Co.
fluence of Roy, connected to the town this is a better town than he thought
February 16th, 1920
by a phone line this spring.
jt was.
,
j
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John A. Rudolph. Deputy Collector
of Internal Revenue, will be in Roy
on March 5, to assist in making out

INCOME TAX SCHEDULES.
Mr.
Rudolph will be at the Floersheim
Mercantile Co. store from 9 a. m., to
5 p. m. on this date and if you wane
information regarding your incomy
tax schedule see him on this date.

1

Mrs. Neis Wetterhus and children
have recovered from the Flu and were
able to go back out to the farm last
week. The children are back in school
this week.
$5,000,000.00 in free scholarships in
divers colleges is the size, in money,
of the offer the Y. M. C. A. is making
to
If you want a college
course or special training in any line
of work, write the Interstate Y. at El
Paso.
Dr. t. F. Edwards, Of Omaha, sends
the necessary to keep his
coming.
All well with him.
S--

M. K. Harmon, of Cottonwood Falls,
Kansas, who has been a reader of the
since long before we began to
edit it, sends us the ;irice to keep it
coming and says' i don't want to
be dropped, I like the
S--

Spanish-American-

."

Mrs. T. M. Ogden, of Liberty writes
urging us to wafti people against
taking chances with the Flu. She
says "I am just as afraid of it as I
am of prairie fires. We have
all winter from any pleasure
or society to avoid it and kave talked
to those around us about the danger
but they wouldn't lisien and
a bitter harvest. When wo
see tiioKe mothers and useful citizens
taken from their families we feel that
some one ought to do something to
stop it."
The following rules would help if
isolated-ourselve-

s

have-reape-

followed:

"Keep your hands clean.
Don't
shake hands. Sneeze or cough into
your handkerchief. Spend your evenings at home, not in crowds. Clothe
your body warmly. Get all the fresh
air and sunshine you can. Keep your
foot warm, and above all, keep your
head. Fear and worry will devitalizo
you and make you an easy prey to
the Flu."
L. C. Kingsbury, Manager of the
Pioneer Garage at Mosquero, was in
Roy Saturday and ordered some more
job departstationery from the
ment. Tie is selling those pretty lit
tie Maxwell cars.
S--
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Illustrations by Irwin Myers

1919, by George IL Doran Co.)
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BUSINESS

AND. ROMANCE

'

"Wooden Spoil" It the story of an American's lively adventures In
the Canadian woods. He falls heir to a hundred square miles of forest
and a lumbering business. Upon taking possession he finds that he has
he welcomes the
also Inherited trouble. Being young and
trouble, objects to being run out of the country and goes to work.
Doubtless the Seigneur's altogether adorable daughter has something to
do with his decision.
Love, Jealousy, loyalty, treachery all the passions of a primitive,
people figure In this stirring tale. Strikes, adventure,
fighting, hardships action crowds every chapter.
A manly hero, a lovable heroine, a real .ova and a happy ending
it's a good story from start to finish.
two-fiste-

The Rosny White Elephant.
The office In Quebec which Georges
Lamartine, the notary, occupied was
located Inconspicuously In a small
building In an old part of the Lower
Small, wiry, black-haireTown.
with an air of unconvincing plausibility about him, Monsieur Lamartine
Was seated at his desk, drumming his
fingers, staring out of the window, and
turning again to look at a letter signed
Hilary Askew, when his boy brought
him a card with the same name upon
It. Monsieur Lamartine frowned.
"Tell Monsieur Askew that I am
busy with an Important court case,"
he said. "Ask him to call at this time
tomorrow."
"Mr. Askew says he's busy, too, and
he'll wait," announced the boy, returning.

pulp-woo-

The notary considered. "Well, tell
him I'll see him In a few minutes," he
answered.
When the boy was gone he took
down the telephone receiver and gave
a number.
"Is that yon, Bronssean?" he asked.
"Monsieur Hilary Askew has turned

,

for white spruce; twelve or
thirteen for pine. And nearly all the
trees on the Rosny limits that aren't
flr are under the legal size. Your uncle sank half his fortune In It. He
was excuse me eccentric. This Is
the case: the timber cannot be cut
except at a loss, on account of its
sparseness and the high costsof trans
portation. The balsam flr is too gum
my to make any but inferior paper, be
low the standard even of the newspapers. It occupies the greater portion
of the tract, together with second
growth birch, which is, of course, of
use only for firewood. The expenses
are very considerable.
In short, Mr.
Askew, I cannot advise you to consider your uncle's legacy seriously."
"I'm sorry to hear that," answered
Hilary. "But I suppose something can
be done with the wood. There are
d
uses besides
to which the
timber can be put?"
Monsieur Lamartine drummed his
fingers for quite a while before antwelve

CHAPTER I.

"What I want," said Hilary, "is the spruce; there was also some white
spruce and a little pine.' The mass in
the river, if It consisted of wood of
the same quality, hardly substantiated
Lamartlne's statements.
"You seem to have some good spruce
on the seigniory," said Hilary.
The little man leaped to his feet
waving his arms. "What you want
here?" he demanded. "Strangers are
not permitted on the company's prop
erty. If you want to buy at the store.
you go by the road."
the boat tomorrow."
Hilary looked down coolly at the
"Mr. Askew, I assure you, you had excited little man. "I'm Mr. Askew,
better wait for Mr. Morris. He Is a and I've come to take charge of my
man of expert Judgment. You cannot property," he answered.
have a better adviser, and he has absoThe little man was bereft of vocal
lutely no personal Interest one way or powers for quite some time.
another. There are so many things to
"But Mr. Morris, he ain't here," he
consider; and then you don't speak gasped at length.
French, do you?"
"Well, he ought to be here. That's
"A little."
what I'm paying him for," said Hilary.
"It would not help you, anyway. "What's your name?"
"Jean-Mari- e
Baptlste."
The dialect up at St. Boniface Is seven
"Perhaps you didn't expect me, Mon
teenth century. They are a wild lot
up there, a very bad lot of people; sleur Baptlste?"
smugglers and poachers, Mr. Askew."
'Holy Name, no I It was said that
Hilary, who had already sensed La- you had sold out to the company."
martine's objection to his going to St
"What company?" demanded Hilary,
Boniface, awakened to suspicion at
"The company at Ste. Marie. Mon
last "I shall leave on tomorrow morn' sleur Brousseau'8 company."
Ing's boat," he said. "When I have
"See here, Baptlste," said Hilary,
made my decision I shall let you know, taking the other by the arm. "Let us
I think I shall refuse your company's begin by understanding each other.
offer. Will you let me have the papers, Monsieur Lamartine, including
the last
statement and the
map of the limits?"
"But It is entirely Irregular, Mr. As
kew. Rer.ly "
"Let me have the papers, please,"
said Hilary, smiling. "And you need
have no fear that you will be held re
sponsible for my anticipating my In
hcrltance. I imagine I have as much
right there as Mr. Morris."
"Of course, If that is your decision,
there Is nothing more to say," an
swered the other brusquely.
He
pulled out a drawer and removed an
envelope containing some documents.
"You will find the statement here," he
said. "Mr. Morris has the books and
the map of St. Boniface. I wish you
a pleasant Journey, sir. You wish me
to continue to represent you?"
"
"For the present, yes.
When he was gone Monsieur Lamar
tine sat back In his chair and drummed
his fingers for nearly a minute. Then
he called up Brousseau.
"He's Just gone," he said. "Andbe
starts for St. Boniface tomorrow morning. In spite of all my representa'That." Said Lafe, "Is Mamzelle
Kosny tract."
"The offer Is too small? I doubt"
"I will discuss that after I have seen
the concession."
The notary sighed. "Well, at least
think the matter over for a while," he
said. "Mr. Morris, the manager, Is
away on business. He should be in
Quebec tomorrow, and perhaps he can
arrange to take you up there."
i am ininKing or going at a very
early date," said Hilary, "in fact, by

swering.
"A company with a large capital
might find It commercially profitable
to develop your tract," he said presently. "But no man without an ample
OP-- "
fortune and a thorough knowledge of
There was a sputtering at the other lumber conditions In this province
end of the line which made the notary could dream of pulling out even."
smile.
Hilary leaned forward In his chair.
"I can't say I haven't seen him "Monsieur Lamartine," he said, "I'll
yet," said Monáleur Lamartine, In an- tell you how I view this matter. I
swer. "But If I can't send him home didn't build any extravagant hopes
with a smile on his Hps and a check upon my uncle's legacy. I'm not conIn his pocket I shall try to keep him structed that way. What I want prinIn Quebec until I have seen you. And cipally Is to settle somewhere among
you'd better try to get Morris by long trees and do something with them. I'm
distance and warn him. Good-by.- "
tired of what I've been doing these
He hung up the receiver, rang for past five years.
"I'm tired of hunting a Job here and
the boy and told him to admit, Mr.
Askew. Then he rose to receive his a Job there to tend somebody else's

trees. I'm tired of other people's trees.
I want my own trees. I want to see
them grow up, and thin them out, and
have a real forest In bearing.
"So I've decided to take hold of that
St. Boniface tract and see what I can
make of It. I'm going to show my uncle, Monsieur Lamartine, that he sized
me up wrong."
Monsieur Lamartine smiled at his
caller's frankness.
"I understand how you feel, Mr. As
kew," he said. "What you want is a
nice little tract of a few hundred
acres, not far from Quebec. A place
with a little trout lake on It, to build
your camp beside, ten acres freehold
and the rest leased. You'll enjoy that,
and" he paused and scrutinized him
"No," said Hilary, "but I would have with his fox look "I think I may be
come anyway. I want to get this mat- able to dispose of the Rosny white elephant for you."
ter settled."
"The American haste," said the noHilary returned no answer, and
tary, looking almost Ingenuous. "But Monsieur Lamartine could not decide
the law is not to be taken by storm, whether it was a sign of strength or
least of all in Quebec. It is only a
month since your uncle died. Perhaps
It will be months before we can turn
over the property to you. I understand that you were not In close touch
with your uncle during his latter
years?"
f
"I hadn't seen him since I was a boy.
surlegacy
a
the
was
made
what
That
prising one. He had not shown any
interest In me. I had a hard fight to
get through my forestry course. So
when I heard that I had become the
owner of a tract of a hundred square
miles It seemed like an Intervention of
Providence. That Is almost a kingdom, sir."
"Ten miles by ten?" Inquired the
notary, smiling. "Well, I suppose It
does seem a large territory to you, although the Rosny seigniory was one of
the smallest of the old feudal grants.
It Is almost the last on the north shore
of the St Lawrence that remains In
the hands of the original family."
"Four hundred thousand dollars
seems a big sum for my uncle to have
paid for It," said Hilary.
"Your uncle," said Monsieur Lamar- Monsieur Lamartine Could Not De
tine, beginning to drum softly, "made
cide Whether It Was a Sign of
this investment against the advice of
Strength or Weakness.
a good many people. The Rosny timber rights are practically valueless, be- of weakness. Still he was sure that a
cause the wood Is principally balsam man who loved trees apart from their
commercial value was a dreamer and
fir Instead of pine and spruce."
He noted that Hilary only watched unpractical.
"They would pay forty-fiv-e
thousand
him instead of answering, and he began to feel that he would not be dis- dollars, cash," said the notary. "And
posed of as easily as he had anticithat would enable you to realize your
own aspirations. You are fond of fish
pated.
"The property has never begun to ing, Mr. Askew? Think it over. Spend
pay its way," continued Monsieur La- a week Tiere two weeks. Look about
martine. "Your uncle paid three hun- you. Inspect our fine old cjty. Do you
dred and fifty thousand for the cutting know we are the only walled city on
rights alone. He found himself up this continent?"
against the law which places a limit
He stopped ; perhaps he saw Hilary
on the size of trees. Seven Inches for redden, perhaps his Instinct warned
black, or swamp spruce, I believe; him to do so.
visitor.
He looked at Hilary keenly as he
shook hands with him. The young man
was different from what he had expected. He was about as big, and he
bad the same air of American energy ;
bat be appeared more determined, be
looked like one of those uncomfortable
men who have the knack of disentangling themselves from sophistries.
However, Hilary looked
And he was certainly Inexperienced.
Monsieur Lamartine gave him a chair
and looked very plausible indeed.
"Your visit has followed very close
upon your letter, Mr. Askew," he said.
"Perhaps you did not get mine, advisr
ing you to wait before coming to
good-nature-

Que-bec-

Iff!

half-yearl- y

Good-day.-

tions."

Madeleine Rosny."

He smiled at the sputtering that
came over the wire.
know nothing about any company ex
cept myself. I own this district, the
It was well Into the afternoon when land, the timber, the mill Have you
Hilary reached St. Boniface on the got that?"
e
small
gaped again, and then
mall boat. For fifty
or sixty miles below Quebec the coun- diplomatically disengaged himself.
try, sparsely inhabited though it is,
"I guess you want to see Mr. Con
and primitive, contains settlements nell, the foreman," he said. "It ain't
with shingled houses, hotels, tourists my job. You'll find Mr. Connell in the
In season ; and It was not until the St store."
Lawrence widened Into the Gulf that
"Bring him here," said Hilary. "Tell
Hilary realized, almost with surprise, him I'm waiting for him."
that the ship was sailing into a terriThe little man departed at a trot,
tory as primitive as it bad been a score quite evidently startled and scared,
of years after Jacques Cartler landed. and casting back comical looks from
Something of the primeval nature of time to time over his shoulder as he
the land entered Hilary's heart and went.
gripped it. He had never known what
His statement In the store must have
it was he wanted. But he knew now : created a good deal of sensation, for
it was to take hold of a virgin land presently two clerks, as well as the
and tame It, to grapple with life, not two loungers, who had gone Inside,
among the men of cities, but some- came to the door and stared. Dlsen
where with the smell of the pines and gaging himself from among these came
of the brown earth In his nostrils. Pac- the foreman, a tall, lean, lanky "New
ing the deck of the little ship, he felt Englander, whose deliberate slouch
that his desires had come to light at and typical bearing warmed Hilary's
the moment when their fulfillment had heart instantly. He knew the type,
knew It as only one with the New Engbecome possible.
He looked about him with approval land blood knows his own.
when he stood upon the porch of the
"I'm Lafe Connell, at your service,
tiny hotel at St. Boniface. Nobody Mr. Askew," said the foreman, coming
else had got off the boat, and evident- up to Hilary and standing respectfully
ly the landlord of thé little hotel ex- before him.
pected nobody. After an Ineffectual
"I suppose I should have let you peoattempt to enter Into conversation with ple know that I was coming," said
him, In which hardly a word was mu- Hilary,
tually intelligible, Hilary gave up the
He wondered why Lafe Connell
effort and started up the hill road whistled; he knew nothing about
which led, he surmised, toward the Brousseau's telephoned warning.
lumber mill.
"I guess you'll find things upset a
The whole settlement was gathered little," said Connell. "Mr. Morris has
about the shores of the little bay. Be- been away for a couple of weeks, seeyond it were the mountains, on either ing to his other Interests, and I can't
hills, broken, on exactly do much for you till he comes
side the forest-cla- d
the east by an Inlet, and on the west back. It's our slack month, you know,
by the deep cleft of the Rocky river, Mr. Askew. The men don't go into
whose mouth, closed by a boom, was the woods until September, and we
a congested mass of logs.
don't keep a large force employed on
Hilary crossed the bridge and ap- the mill work."
proached the mill. Two or three men,
"Tomorrow's soon enough to start
lounging outside the store, looked at In," said Hilary. "I'm pleased to have
him without any sign of Interest. met you, Mr. Connell."
Everything was very still and peace
"Walt a minute," said the foreman.
ful; there was hardly a sound to be "If you don't mind having me, I'll go
heard except the distant hum of the up to the hotel with you. Maybe
mill machinery.
there'll be some things that you'll
Between the dam and the store, want to ask me."
upon a terrain heaped With tin cans
"All right," said Hilary.
and miscellaneous debris, were piles
They went together silently across
lengths, each com the shaking bridge and ascended the
of wood in four-foprising about two hundred cords. hill, each quietly taking stock of the
Kneeling at the narrow end of one of other. At the top, where a branch
these piles was a little man, whose road ran off at right angles to that
upper lip, the whiteness which crested the cliff, a figure on
of which contrasted with a
horseback appeared In the distance.
ened face, Indicated that a mustache
As
It was a girl, riding
had grown there recently. He was the horse drew near she pulled In to
scaling, or measuring, the 'pile, and take the branch road without scattermuttering as he added up his figures. ing the dust, passing within a few feet
Hilary surveyed the lumber. It was of Hilary. He saw that she was about
unrossed, and most of It was black twenty years of age, or a little more,
Jean-Mari-

clean-shave-

n

-,

side-saddl- e.

slight, very straight upon the saddle,
with gray-blu- e
eyes and brown hair
blown by the wind about her flushed
cheeks. There was a combination of
dignity and simplicity about her, both
In her demeanor and in the way she
rode, and in her acknowledgment of
Connell's greeting.
Hilary watched her canter up the
road till she had disappeared among
the trees. Then he realized that be
had not taken his eyes off her since he
had first seen her.
"That," said Lafe, "is MamzelU
Madeleine Rosny. Her father's what
they call the Seigneur."
"The owner of the Chateau?" asked
Hilary, although he knew this per
fectly.
"Yes, Mr. Askew.
I guess she
wouldn't have smiled so pleasant if
she had known who you was."
"Why, Mr. Connell?"

Lafe Jerked his thumb vaguely about
the horizon. "Proud old boy," he ex
plained. "Family's been here nigh on
a thousand years, I guess leastways,
since them Frenchmen first came to
this continent. Hated like thunder to
sell out to your uncle. But I guess
he was land poor, like the rest of them,
and Mamzelle Madeleine must have
cost him a mint of money finishing up
in the convent at Paris, France."
Hilary turned this over in his mind
as they continued their walk along the
cliff and then down the road to the
'
hotel. The Idea of any personal ill
feeling on the Seigneur's part or on
that of his family hod not occurred to
him. Though he did not expect to
meet Monsieur Rosny, except possibly
In the course of his business, he was
conscious of a feeling of regret, and
also of a
resolution, the
nature of which he would not admit,
to put relations upon a pleasant foot
half-forme- d

lng.

In the hotel the landlord's wife was
already preparing supper. They ate
an omelet, washed down with strong
tea and followed by raspberries and
cream.
Then they went out on the
porch and lit their pipes.
"You are the foreman, I understand?" asked Hilary.
"Yes, Mr. Askew. I took the job
soon after your uncle bought the tim
ber rights. I'd been up here for the
Shoeburyport Gazette, which was look
ing for a pulp supply. Mr. Morris of
fered me the Job, and I took it And
I've been sorry ever since."
"Why?"

"It's a h
of a country," answered
Lafe frankly. "I never guessed such
folks existed In a civilized land before. Now you take a Dutchman or a
Dago their ways ain't our ways, but
they're more or less human. These
people ain't. They paint their houses
yenow ana green, wnen tney paint 'em
at all. I never saw a yellow house
with a green porch In my life till I
come up here."
"Just a difference of taste, Mr. Con
nell."
"Maybe," said Lafe, spitting. "May
be it's all right not to have sense to
plaster their houses, so as to freeze to
death In winter time. Maybe It's all
right to run to Father Lucy when
there's a forest fire, instead of getting
to work and putting it out. Maybe h
can pray it out for them. I got nothing
against the place, except that my wife
Clarice and the kids are In Shoebury
port, and I'd rather rot here alone than
bring 'em up. But what's the use?
I'm here and I got to stay here," ha
ended, shrugging his shoulders.
Lafe was a bad
and
the task put upon him by Brousseau
was not only uncongenial but impossible for a man of his temperament,
However, he made a valiant attempt
to draw Hilary out "You're thinking
of spending some time here, Mr. As
kew?" he asked.
"I've come to take charge. I'm going
to stay," said Hilary.
Lafe looked at him curiously. What
sort of a man could this be who chose
of his volition to reside In St. Boni
face?
"I guess you'll change your mind
when you've seen it a little longer," he
said Incredulously.
"On the contrary, Mr. Connell, I
mean to take hold, and I mean to make
it pay. It hasn't paid very well, I understand?"
Lafe floundered.
"I've heard it
don't pay as much as It ought"
"I understand that most of the tim
ber is below the size at which cutting
r,

Is allowed?"

"Most of our hands come from
there. It's a tough place, Mr. Askew.
I seen some tough towns In the West,
but this has got 'em all beat, with the
smuggling of brandy, and the drinking,
and the fights every Saturday night-th- ere
was a man knifed there last
week; and not a policeman within fifty miles, and nobody except Father
Lucy, and he can't hold 'em."
"What I want to know," said Hilary,
"Is, what this company Is that you
speak about, and how they come to use
the Rocky river for their logs."
Lafe hesitated, but only for a moment Then he mentally cast Brousseau to the winds; for, after all, If
Hilary meant to know, nobody could
prevent it, Brousseau's instructions
notwithstanding.
"It's this way, Mr. Askew," he said.
"Mr. Morris and Mr. Brousseau have a
company of their own. Their limits
touch ours on the west, across the
river, and run ten miles or so back
Into the bush, right alongside ours.
They got the right to float their logs
down the river."
"And use the mill?"
"Mr. Morris leases the use OÍ out
mill by the year to the company."
Hilary was staggered for the moment. Morris, as his uncle's manager,
leasing the mill to Morris, a partner in
Brousseau's company, seemed a queer
Lafe.

role.
"How do they tell our lumber from

theirs?" asked Hilary presently.
"Oh, that ain't hard," said Lafe.
"You see, the Jobbers, who sublease
the tracts, know how much their men
have cut. And It's scaled In the
woods before they shoot It down
stream. I guess there ain't no difficulty there, Mr. Askew. And you see,
Mr. Morris representing both concerns,
he naturally does his best by both of
em."

Hilary's suspicions, dormant even
after the interview with Lamartine,
were now thoroughly aroused.
"And Mr. Brousseau has no concern
with us, except for the lease of the
y
down the
mill and the
river," mused Hilary. "Who is this
Mr. Brousseau?"
"Why, I guess he's the big man of
the district," said Lafe. "He's the
nearest thing to a boss they've got up
here; tells 'em how to vote and gets
'em out of trouble. He ain't good to
That was old
his father, though.
Jacques Brousseau In the store, the
trapper."
"I didn't see him."
"He was Mr. Rosny's slave, or whatever they called them, in the old
times, before these people became
free."
He tapped the ashes out of bis pipe
and pocketed it
"He's got old Rosny in his pocket,"
he said, leaning toward Hilary. "He's
got him bound and mortgaged after
leading him to throw your uncle's
money away In crazy investments. He
did It deliberately, Mr. Askew. When
he was a kid, growing up among the
house servants up at the Chateau,
he wanted to be a big man, for which
I don't blame him. He got his way,
but that wasn't enough. He wanted
the Seigneur's place, because he found
that the folks up here thought more
of old Mr. Rosny, with his broken-dow- n
house and debts, than they did
of him with all his money. So he set
to work and got him cinched.
"The old 'man hates and despises
him, and he's been fighting against It
for a long time, but he seen what's
coming to him and I guess he's made
up his mind he'll have to stomach it
Brousseau's staked old Mr. Rosny's
pride against his love, and I guess he's
won his stake and won Mamzelle
Madeleine into the bargain."
He rose. "That'll be all for tonight
Mr. Askew?" he asked.
Hilary rose too. "Thanks, Mr. Con
nell," he said. "In the morning I shall
ask you to show me around the place."
He didn't follow Lafe Connell in
side the hotel, but sat upon the porch,
musing. Lafe had enlightened him on
several points. He doubted whether
Lamartine had spoken anything approaching truth concerning the prop
erty, and he was sure that Morris and
Brousseau werethe company in whose
behalf he had offered forty-fiv- e
thousand dollars. There would be need of
a good many explanations from Morris. Yet Hilary felt instinctively that
It was Brousseau, not Morris, with'
whom he would have to contend.
On the face of the soft nleht rose
the face of Madeleine Rosny nalnted
with surprising clearness. He saw the
blue of her eyes, the curve of her
flushed cheek, the dignity and gentleness and pride that blended In her
looks. If ever he had any auarrel with
Brousseau, he would show htm
Then he cursed himself for a fool,
and, entering the hotel, took his lamp
and went up to his room.
right-of-wa-

Lafe stared at him. "Why, them
rules are for government land!" he
answered. "You can cut any size on
freehold.
The timber ain't so bad
leastways, some of it ain't"
Hilary began to think hard. On this
point Lamartine had clearly and definitely lied to him.
"Too much flr on the property?" he
asked.
"Why, there Is some flr," conceded
Lafe. "But there's some good spruce
along the Rocky river," he added,
again oblivious of his instructions.
A girl's hostility adds
"I saw a good pile In th river."
to the game.
zest
"Why, that ain't our cutting not
much of It," said Lafe. "Most of that
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
comes from the Ste. Marie limits."
"Where Is Ste. Marie?"
"Know thyself." and also ascM-fnl"Ste. Marie's two miles along the
coast, beyond our settlement." said how you are rated by others.
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Sold by druggists for over forty years.
at" which Mr. Wilson vainly
rived
free.
75o.
Testimonials
Price
F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio.
tried to make effective when he went
Ignorance Is the stepmother of envy. to Paris the first time.
ufacture

of Monoacetlcacldester

Sallcyllcacld.

Adv.

Jugo-Slnvl-

I

Jugo-Slavl-

Jugo-Slavl-

Nldht and Morning.
Havm Strong, Hmolthy

known that the president holds
In the
that America, as a
war, is actively interested in the set
tlement of the Adriatic dispute, despite

It is

Eye: If they Tire, Itch,
Smart or Burn, if Sore.
Irritated; Inflamed or the fact that it has not ratified the
A. tkxC Granulated,
use Murine peace treaty. Also, he' holds that we
OUR LYlJ
often. Soothes. Refreshes. Safe for are equally Interested In the questions
Infant orAdult At all Druggists. Write for concerning the breaking ur of the
Free Eye Book. Muía Eti

tatty Ce., Chlaji

A

A

Cal Doaa's at Aar Stars, 60e a Bos
URN

s'

!;V'

every few
minutes and scaldtrV
ing hot water
fit. Carina
have
couldn't
burned any worse, I thought I was
doomed to die. but
friend pleaded
with me to try Doan't Kidney Pilli
and I owe my life to his visit. Doan's
helped me from the start and eleven
boxes made a permanent cure which
has lasted eight years. I have not had
one sick minute since, nor missed a day
from work." Sworn to before me,
H. 8. Shumate, Notary Publio.

FOSTER-MIL-

tf);

ii

J

Í
i

misery was eased
up.
I couldn't
sleep in bed for
kidnev
passed

ff.',.n

'

the street and
didn't have any
strength to move
until the awful

No matter how long nor how much you have HII1I11L
una
3
suffered, do not give up hope. Do not decide
you.
up
help
Is.
Is
Make
no
for
There
there
your mind to get well. You can. There is a
remedy in which you may place full reliance
as did Mrs. Rozalla Kanla of 39 Silver Street,
New Britain, Conn. This Is what she says:
"I had cramps for three years and thought I
would never be any better. I could not eat
without distress. Slept with my mouth open
1
and could hardly breathe. No medicine helped
me. I had catarrh of the stomach. Now I
have no cramps and am feeling well and t
?
i
healthy. I wish every suffering person would
v
take
Catarrh effects the mucous membranes la
hiiiis
any organ or part
by regulating
aiding
digestion
pure
supply
elimination, sends a rich,
and
of blood
the
and nourishment to the sick and inflamed membranes and health
returns.
For coughs, colds, catarrh and catarrhal conditions generally,
Is recommended.
If you are sick, do not wait and suffer.
.The sooner you begin using Dr. Hartman's well-knothe sooner you may expect to be well and strong and In full possession
Is the finest emergency, ready
of your health. A bottle of
remedy to have In the house. It Is fourteen ounces of pre-- i
vention and protection.
Sold everywhere In tablet or liquid form,

Turkish empire. Consequently he may the Roumanians engendered by their
have something to say about the agreelooting of Hungary.
ments reached by the supreme council
last week that the sultan shall be perSomewhat disheartened by the Inter
mitted to retain Constantinople and to national complications, the treaty comreside there, provided the massacres promisers in Washington attempted
of Armenians are discontinued; and little last week and
made less progthat the Dardanelles and the Bosphor-u- s ress. But congress entered on another
shall be Internationalized.
It is struggle that promised to be lively.
not known, however, that he opposes This was brought on by the submisthese arrangements. It is said that In sion to both houses of the conference
the future all sessions of the supreme report of the railway reorganization
council will be attended by an Ameribill. It came up In the house Saturcan representative, who will keep day and a long and heated
debate enWashington informed of developments. sued. The measure was scheduled for
consideration In the senate on Tuesday
The allies so far yielded to the pro- if the house should not reject
It
testations of the Germans against the
Opposition to the bill was led by the
surrender of war criminals as to tell officials of the Federation of Labor and
Berlin that the accused might be first of the railway brotherhoods.
Thev
tried before the German supreme were against the whole measure In the
court In Leipslc. But the allies reserve first place because they favor governthe right to reject the resulta of such ment ownership and operation; and
trials If they believe there Is any mis- specifically they object to the section
carriage of justice and In such cases providing for compulsory Investigation
to enforce the terms of the treaty and of wage disputes and decisions by a lathemselves try the offenders. It is bor tribunal, which, while not bindstipulated, also, that the verdicts at ing, are likely to have the support of
previous trials of German war crimi- public opinion and to that extent will
nals must be annulled and the cases deprive strikes of Dubllc svmDathv.
remanded for retrial. This would re- They also object to the financial pro
open the Fryatt case, In which the visions which labor views as a validaverdict was that the murder of the tion of water stock and guarantee of
British merchant ship captain was not abnormal profits. Representatives of
a violation of international law. The railway Investors said they were satisconservatives In Germany declare this fied with the financial provisions.
offer of the entente Is quite unacceptSomething of a Jolt was adminis
able. It Is Inconceivable to the Germans that they coutd put on trial tered to the war department by the
oí the subcommittee of the house
their national heroes.
The government of the Netherlands which had been Investigating aircraft
was put In a rather uncomfortable po- production and expenditures; but the
sition by the reiteration of the demand department has had so many such
for the extradition of the former jolts that It probably has become calkaiser, and though it prepared a reply lous. The report finds that there was
repeating Its refusal, there was much "woeful extravagance, total Incompediscussion of plans for the internment tency, utter failure ond a wild riot of
Secretary Baker, Colonel
waste."
of the fugitive In some Dutch possession far from Europe. The place most DIsque, who supervised spruce produc
favored seemed to be Curacao, an is- tion, and Director Ryan are severely
land In the Caribbean sea north of criticized. The subcommittee strongly
Venezuela. If Wllhelra Intends to do recommends the creation of a separate
any plotting In his retirement he air service. Virtually all of the facts
would find a congenial atmosphere In of the collupse of aircraft production
Curacao, for It has long been the ref- during the war have been known to
uge of would-b- e
revolutionists from the public for a long time. They do
n
republics. It may not make pleasant reading and the
the
be, however, that Holland will merely American people would like to forget
them, since it seems Impossible to punIn his new house
Intern the
at Doom, keeping him under strict ish those to blame ; but they make fine
campaign ammunition.
military guard.
rt
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Fertile Land at $15 to $30 an Acre

land similar to that which through many years has yielded from tO
to 45 bushels of wheat to the acre. Hundreds of farmer In Western
Canada have raised crops in a single season worth more than the whole
cost of their land. With such crops come prosperity, independence, good
Domes, ana au me comtorts and conveniences wnico make tor bappy living.

Farm Gardens Poultry

Dairying

are source of income second only to grain growing and stock raising.
Good climate, good neighbors, churches,
jr
a.
ooportunities ol a new land with the con-Fat (Hmrtrattxl Htmttir. mina.

rfeweHntton

of

farm ouportoriitit 'n Manitoba, Saskatchewan,
and AlDcrta, redoeod railway rmtcs, wte.t writs)
ijeparunans m immigration, uttawa, km., or
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W. V. BENNETT
Room 4, Bes Dldg. Omaha, ITeBu
Canadian Government Afent

Matching Him.
am a cipher In my own house.

Pleasant Information.
Edith Dear Jack Is so forgetful.
She I care naught for that.
Maud Isn't he? I had to keep reminding him that it's you he's engaged
If you use Bed Cross Bag Blue in to and not me.
your laundry, you will not be troubled
by those tiny rust spots, often caused
by Inferior bluing. Try it and see.

lie I

Those, who reform from necessity
usually stay reformed just eo long as
the necessity exists.

Sure

Relief
"It

Cutlcura Soothe Baby Rashes,
That Itch and burn with hot baths
of Cuticura Soap followed by gentle
anointings of Cutlcura Ointment
Nothing better, purer, sweeter, especially if a little of the fragrant Cutlcura Talcum Is dusted on at the finish. 25c each everywhere. Adv.
SIMPLY

DEMAND

NO

AT

INDIGEST0JJ

6

LL-A:E
FOR INDIGESTION
NS

THE

WRONG

DIRECTION

Colored Soldier Just at That Time
Was Not Living Up to His

Announcement

Latin-America-

The man shortage, due to the horrible slaughter of the world war, led
President Lewis of the United Mine
Workers to say In Indianapolis:
"If we licked the Germans, the world
was to be a better place to live in, but
it seems to become a worse place
every day.
"Take the shortage of young men
nnd the young men that are left can't
marry on account of the profiteer. Why,
millions of pretty girls all over the
world are never going to get married I
"A crowd of pretty girls were taking
tea the other afternoon when a rag
man passed.
" 'Old rags he yelled. 'Old rags, old
bones, old iron 1'
"And then, as he trudged slowly
along the street, he yelled again :
"Old copper
Old tin! Old bottles
Old papers! Old shoes!'
"The prettiest girl In the group made
a dramatic gesture of despair.
"'Girls, she said, 'he wants everything but old maids.' "

water

Sure Relief

ALL IN

Comment Made by Pretty Girl Seemed
to Explain the Situation Very
Thoroughly.

Bell-an-s

Hot

The company had fallen out for a rest
on its hike into the Argonne. Nearby
negro workers drowsed in the sun. A
Numldlan driving a big
burly
army mule hove Into sight on his way
to replenish the water supply at the
front For a whip he carried a
sis-fo-

Disregarding the many and loud proGermany Is having so much trouble
tests, the United States shipping board
with revolutionists and labor agitators tried to pull off Its proposed auction
that the entente has extended the time sale of 30 former German passenger
hammer.
limit for the reduction of her army to liners. Bids were received for single
"Hey, there, Sam, where yo' goin'
100,000.
Minister of Defense Noske vessels and for groups, but all of them
d
whip?" called one
wld dnt
has Issued an order applying to Berlin were so low that they were rejected.
of the roadside loafers,
and Brandenburg province threatening Then a temporary Injunction against
"I'se on mah way to build me a
imprisonment or heavy fine for incit- the sale wos granted by Associate Jusbungalow on de HIn'enburg line," reing strikes that affect food production. tice Bailey of the district supreme
torted the other without a smile.
In the Soar region, which Is occupied court in Washington. .He said the
Just then a shell exploded a few
by the French troops, fresh disturbyards from the road. The mule Instatutes did not show an intention on
ances resulted in the proclamation of the part of congress to place In the
stantly turned tall and proceeded to
martial law.
all records In getting back where
break
president or the shipping board the
he came from, his driver hanging on
power to sell the ships. The board
for dear life.
If soviet wireless dispatches from has asked congress for authority to
"Man alive," mused a darky. "Dat
Moscow are to be believed and in this offer the vessels for sale again. Vice
ain't no way to arrive at the HIn'eninstance they probably are the revo- Chairman Stevens Is the only member
burg line.
Dat baby's done gone
lutionists are In full control of Vladi- of the board opposed to the sale. lit
toward the Cunard line." The Home
vostok and most of eastern Siberia says their true valuation has never
Sector,
and are putting Into effect a program been worked out and that they are
which is in favor of union with soviet worth $75,000,000, whereas less than
Saving Time.
Russia. In southern Russia the volun- hnlf that amount was bid. Chairman
As Ye Sow, Sew, Etc.
Jlbb I wnnt a haircut In a hurry.
teer army Is reported to be ravaged Payne and the other members thought
Townley
Mr.
you
Did
hire farmerBarber Keep your collar and hat
by typhus and falling back In disorder the ships should be sold to relieve the
ettes for your sowing this year?
on.
to the Sea of Azov before the red government of the expense of recondiFarmer SUoh Should say not! Last
troops.
The bolshevik! are said to tioning them and also because the fuyear
they brought their dollies with
When a man says he has forgotten
In
have proclaimed a soviet republic
ture market for ships Is uncertain. them and they sewed more than they about that little loan you Just returned
the part of the Ukraine they occupy
reaped.
he Is generally a llnr.
Senator Pomerene of Ohio has withond the formation of an "eternal
Democratrace
for the
brotherly union" with soviet Russia. drawn from the
Petrovsky Is president of the new ic nomination for president alleging
state. Sevastopol, the great port of Important business In the senate and
fearing the impossibility of his obtaining a
the Crimea, Is
He never had
solid Ohio delegation.
the fate of Odessa.
Poland while still maintaining the much chance, anyhow. Mr. McAdoo
barrier against the bolshevlkl Is tak- has declared that he Is not a candiing steps toward a general peace be- date, but admits that If nominated h
tween the allies and the Moscow gov- would be proud to accept. In many
ernment, and in this It probably has Indiana cities petitions are In circulathe support of the nations of western tion to have the name of Vice PresiEurope. The negotiations will be taken dent Marshall placed on the Democratic presidential preference ballot. This
up deliberately and the results submitIs done without the knowledge and
ted to the peace conference In Paris.
In Roumanln, where royalists and consent of Mr. Marshall who said he
On
radicals are struggling for control, the would not seek the nomination.
The the Republican side about the only Imconditions are not promising.
radicals are in secret accord with the portant development was the decision
sweetness is due ttf acRussian bolshevists, who already are of the Lowden managers to keep out
& rain suéar, self -- devel
creeping across the border, and the re- of the North Dakota primaries. This
hpedrby-th- e
processing
ts at the request of the Republicans oi
cent mobilization of the, Roumanian
lon baking oF this great fbodl
army has not checked the peril. The the state, who fear that a party conmonarchists of Hungary, who are nu- test would help their enemies of the
merous, would like to help those of Nonpartisan League. Senator Johnson
Roumanla, but cannot do so for fear of probably will follow Lowden's exame3Í?easQa"fétGrape-Nuts- t
the bolshevists in their own land and ple, and General Wood may do the
also because of the national hatred of same.
five-pou-
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The Sweet Cereal Flavor of

(kapéÑuís

is not produced by adclind
suar to this blend of wheal
and malted harlej7
live

tual

"Thews

and

THE
f.

THE

El Dorado Hotel

To buy, sell, convey, mortgage and

exchange real property.

Spanish-America- n

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Under new Management

RE0I9TEKEU AUSU9T 27, 191Í

Church Directory

JOHN H. MOORE & CO.

make and exe Charles Chapman, Proprietor
cute mortgages, promissory notes,
IRVIN OGDEN, SR.
bills of exchange, bonds and other
EDITOR AND PUBLISHER
choses in action.
h.
Steam Heated,
Free Baths,
SiWriptiM $2.00 Per Tear
assign
transfer
To
sell,
and
own,
Hot and Cold Water in Rooms
matter at the
Entered as second-clas- s
shares of the capital stock or bonds
Mexico
Roy,
New
poatoffice in
A quiet, hemelike Hotel
or securities of other corporation
of this or any other state or terone block from the
ritory.
Depot in thej
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
The foregoing clauses shall be conCOMMIS-SIOSTATE CORPORATION
powers,
and
but
objects
strued both as
Main Business District
OF NEW MEXICO.
no recitation, expression, or declaCertificate of Filing
ration of specific powers or purposes Tourists and Land-Seeker- 9
United States of America,
herein enumerated shall bo deemed Will find this the right place."
ss
to be exclusive, but it is hereby exState of New Mexico
i
pressly declared that all other lawful
It is Hereby Certified that there powers not inconsistent therewith are
Money to Loan
was filed for record in the office of hereby included.
Commission
of
Corporation
the State
Liberal Amounts,
IV.
the State of New Mexico, on the NineAUTHORIZED CAPITAL
no Commissions
teenth day of January A. D. 1920;
The corporation is authorized to
at 2:00 o'clock P. M.,
Straight Rates.
issue capital stock to the amount of
Certificate of Incorporation
&
0
Two
Hundred
Thousand
of
Southwestern Realty Co.
Dollars divided into two thousand
COMPANY
MESA
3 on 25,
HunPhone
of
One
shares of the pt.r value
WHEREFORE: The incorporators dred &
0
each.
Dollars
named in said Certificate of IncorV.
poration, and who have signed the
SUBSCRIBED CAPITAL
same, and their successors and asThe names' of the incorporators, the
signs, are hereby declared to be, from
this date until the Nineteenth day of postofhee addresses of all of whom
January,
Nineteen Hundred and is Roy, New Mexico, and the number
Seventy, a Corporation by the name of shares of capital stock subscribed
and for the purposes set forth in for by each, the aggregate of which
shall be the amount with which the
said Certificate.
Mora, New Mexico
corporation will commence business,
(No. 10326)
Complete Index to All Lands
In Testimony Whereof, the State are as follows:
N. L. Benson,
$500.00 and Town
Corporation Commission of the State
Property in Mora
500.00
J. F. Shamblin,
ot New Mexico has caused chis cerotinty.
Frederick Fluhman,
500.00
tificate to be signed by its Chairman
R. W. Boulware,
200.00
and the seal of said Commission, to
100,00
J. W. Beck,
be affixed at the City of Santa Fe on
J. W. Johnson, Sr., 500.00
this 19th day of January A. D. 1920.
100.00
Chris Willers,
HUGH H. WILLIAMS,
George H. Ray,
500.00
Chairman.
(Corporate Seal)
Total,
$2,900.00
Attest:

Roy, Solano and Mosquero

V. P.

To borrow money,

E. Las Vegas, N.M.
i

See Henry Krabbenschmidt,

or S. E. Paxton,

U. S.

UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M j
at the Christian Church.
'
Your presence is necessary.

Farm Sales a specialty

G. R.

Col. F.O. White
Offers the you benefit of his wide acquantance
years of experience as a successful Salesman.

Competent Clerk, Notes, Mortgages, Bills of Sale
Notary work and othe- necessities furnished if desired.
-

A. L. MORRISON,

Clerk.

vr.

)

DURATION
The term for which this corporation
shall exist shall be fifty years.
VII.
DIRECTORS
The business of sa:C corporation
shall be managed by a board of five
directors, the terms of office of all of
whom shall, after the board first selected, be five years. Of the board
first selected one shall hold office for
the term of one year, one for the term
of two years, one for the term ot
three years, one for the term of four
years and one for the term of five
years. The term of office of one of
said directors shall, therefore, expire
each year.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, we have
hereunto set our hands and seals this
3rd day of January, 1920.

)ss.
County

of Mora

)

I hereby certify that this instrument
was filed for record on the 5th day of
February A. D., 1920, at tO o'clock a.
m., and was duly recorded in Book
O- -l
of Misc. Records page 608 on this
7th day of February, A. D., 1920.
Witness my hand and seal of office.
FABIAN CHAVEZ,
Recorder.
County Clerk &
(Seal)
By Luis Pacheco, Deputy.
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
State Corporation Commission of New
io

Mexico

Certificate of Comparison
United States of America )
)ss.
)
State of New Mexico
IT IS HEREBY CERTIFIED, That
the annexed is a full, true and complete transcript of the
Certificate of Incorporation
of
(No. 10326)
with the endorsements thereon, as
same appears on file and of record in
the office of the State Corporation Com
mission.
In Testimony Whereof, the
Commission of the State
of New Mexico has caused this certificate to be signed by its Chairman
and the seal of said Commission, to be
affixed at the City of Santa Fe on this
19th day of January, A. D., 1920.
HUGH H. WILLIAMS,
Chairman
(Corporation Seal)

Attest:

A.' L. MORRISON, Clerk.
Certificate of Incorporation
COMPANY
MESA
We, the undersigned, in order to
form a corporation for the purposes

Arrange your sale date well in advance, dates
office.
also made at Spanish-American

Woman's Wonderful Love.
In the heart of woman such
a deep well of love that no uge can
freeze it.

There is

month.
advance, $4.00.
1 year in advance, $7.50.
INDEPENDENT AGGRESSIVE

world-wid-

FEBRUARY

When calling for above letters
please say "ADVERTISED."
One cent postage Due will be
collected on any of the above
letters delivered.

H. S. Murdoch

D.D.S.of

Springer, will be in

Wm. G. Johnson,

ROY,

Tn
ttiffl.

d.
and conduct u flour

e.
Tn own. buv and sell horses, eattle,
sheep and other live stock and grain
and all other farm products.

LODGE DIRECTORY

LaCueva Farm
& Cattle Co.
La CUEVA, NexMex.

Carload of Fariri Implements, OLIVER,
& EMERSON, horse

and tractor Plows &
tandem Disc Harrows
Self-Oilin- g

Wind-MillStock-Tank-

s.

T. E, MIIICHELL.
All Masons welcome.

'

1, U.y .lkt

I.IO.O.F.

v

Alfred Davenport,
Wm. G.

i

W
tí

'

Evening

Visiting Brothers always
come.

wel-

N.G.

Johnson, Sec'y.

Rebekah Degree

!'

A 10c. School Tablet

For 5 Cents

HARMONY LODGE No. 24
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
Evening each month
I. O. O. F. Hall
Mrs. Myra O. Derees. N. G
Mrs. Grace V. Ogden, Secy.
Visiting Sisters welcome
Thomas A. Whelan
Eugene Palmer

Wheían & Palmer,

Lawyers
We have received a small lot
Clayton, New.Mex.
of "Guaranteed" Pencil Tablets,
Practice in State and Federal Courts and
120 sheets, which we will sell
U, S. Land Office

5 cents each
To School Children Only
All Books for every Grade

Now in Stock.

s,

Baum Bro's Roy, N.M.

W.M.

Irvin Ogden, Secy.

HOMESTEAD LODGE 46
Meets at its own Hall
Every Wednesday

s,

Well-Casing-

days of month;

'

Marquise Wheat
Kersan Late Oat

WINONA FARM WAGONS,'
Pumps,
Pumpingng Engines, Deep-We- ll
Auto Oils,

ACACIA LODGE NO. 63
Meets 2na and 4th Satur-

COL. F. O. WHITE, Auctioneer.
F. L. SHULTZ. Clerk.

March 1st.
Acct. Flu Q'nty

Mrs Frank Seidel Proprieto
Clean Rooms for rent
We solict your patronage

A. F. & A. M.

E. A. Reed,

But not until

gro-crie- 3.

To conduct a lumber yard and buy,
sell and deal in lumber and mercnan
dise incident to said business,

P. M.

or'ap-p-ive- d
chaser giving bankable note
security. $10 and under cash;
per cent discount on sums over
tin w nrnnprtv to be removed until

Felix Vachon,

Priest in charge,

:

New Cafe

,vy

Rev. Fr.

Miss Lillie Schoock (letter)
'
Mr. R. C. Smith (letter)
TERMS OF SALE i Months time
(letter)
Mrs. Lorena Shifflett
without interest if paid when due; If
Mrs. Mary Sears (letter)
not paid when due to draw 12 per
Don Jose Inosencio Gal.egoa (letter) cent interest from date until paid; pur-

DENTIST

.

l.

HOUSEHOLD GOODS
Couch, Cupboard, Tabie etc,
,
Everything goes.

Evans, (letter)
Miss Jackie Smith (letter)
Mr. Edward Schutt (letter)

in

OUVEHCAVI

8 Horses

O. M.

Herald Building
Albuquerque, New Mexico

-l

'7Hr

at 10 o'clock a. m.
sharp, the following property:

15-1-

2;

e.

SUNDAY SCHOOL
at 10 A.M. each Sunday,
P. L. Gunn, Superintedent.

Sale to commence

15, 1920

e,

ALBUQUERQUE EVENING
HERALD

PAUL C. HAINES,
Notary Public, New Mexico
My commission expires Aug. 22nd,

b.

Tuesday, Mar. 1,

Roy, Mora Co. New Mexico,

Mail your check today to

.

and conduct a grain
iJpvutor. warehouses and buy, sell,
and deal in coal.

S--

ters, San

:

To pRtablish

0. W. Pearn, Pastor.

FARM MACHINERY
for iU comprehensive, unprejudices re "ADVERTISED" for fourteen
ports of the most important political
Buggy, P&O ridWagon,
Good
days and if uncalled for at the
campaign in the nation's history.
Corn Sled, Disc
end of that time, same will be ing Cultivator.
Separator.
Cream
"Butterfly
Pay Your Herald Subscription
sent to the Division of Dead LetTools
Lumber,
in Advance. Save the Difference
2
sets harness.
Francisco California.

) SS.
)

every name, nature anu description,
and to establish and maintain one or
more stores, shops, offices and branch
houses for the conduct of caid busi
ness.

LETTERS

' ADVEliTISKD

hereinafter stated under and pursuant 1923.
to the provisions or an Act of the
(SEAL)
Legislative Assembly of the Territory
ENDORSED:
of New Mexico, entitled: "An Act to
No. 10326
regulate the formation and governCall early and let us examin
Cor. Rec'd. Vol. 6, Page 619
ment of corporations for mining
of
Incorporation
othyour teeth. NO CHARGE
of
Certificate
and
manufacturing, industrial
COMPANY
er pursuits," approved March 15, MESA
FOR CONSULTATION.
1905, which act has been incorpor- Filed in Office of State Corporation
Office at Kitchelle Hotel
Commission of New Mexico
ated into the Code of 1915 as Sections
2, P. M.
JAN.
884 tol017, inclusive, thereof, and all
RYE
A. L. MORRISON,
amendments thereto including ChapClerk.
1917,
of
Laws
per bu. This,
Session
SALE,
$1.25
FOR
of
112
the
ter
Compared JJO to MH.
ground for dairy cows and hogs, is a
of the State of New Mexico, and all
money maker. 12 miles N. E. Mills.
other statutes in such cases made and State of New Mexico, )
)ss.
F. O. SERIGHT
provided, do hereby certify as follows:
)
County of Mora
I.
I herebv certify that this instrument
NAME
filed for record on the 6th day of
PEDIGREED
was
The name of said corporation is Feb. A. D., 1920, at 10 o'clock, a. m.,
Combe
"Mesa
shall
and
and was duly recorded in Book O- of
pany."
Misc. Records, page 608, on this 7th
day of Feb., A. D., 1920.
II.
Witness my hand and seal ot omce.
REGISTERED OFFICE
FABIAN CHAVEZ,
The registered office of the corRecorder Recleaned SEED FOR SALE
&
Clerk
County
of
Town
the
located
at
is
poration
(Seal)
Luis"
Deputy.
Pacheco,
By
New
of
State
Mora,
of
Roy, County
ALSO
Mexico, and J. W. Johnson, is designated as the statutory cgent therein,
REGISTERED HEREFORD
in charge thereof and upon whom proCATTLE
cess against the corporation may be
AND POLAND CHINA HOGS
Berved.

To buy, sell and deal in and with, at
wholesale or retail, dry goods,
hardware and merchandise of

PLEASANT VIEW
First Sunday each Month at 3.
p.m.
MILLS
3rd Sunday at 11 00 a. m. 8PM.

CATHOLIC
Mass twice each month 2d and
5 young Mares, UOOlbs. each
The following is a list of letters
4th
Sundays
at the Catholic-ChurchTODAY'S NEWS TODAY
1100
remaining in the Post Office, at 2 Mare Colts 1 & 2yrs Horse
Roy, N. M.
Good Cow giving milk
Well informed people want the Her. Roy, New Mexico for more than
fair
R-aid every day for its
Reds, Ca h
Masses: 8 and 10 a m.
fourteen days prior to Sept, 9 4 Doz. Chickens
and accurate news service.
Feed,
Cane
of
2
stacks
Service at 7 30 p.m.
The aliove letters will remain
It will be found invaluable in 1920

COUNTY OF MORA
On this 3rd. day of January, 1920,
before me personally appeared N. L.
Benson, J. F. Shamaim, Frederick
Fluhman, R. W. Boulware, J. W. Beck,
J. W. Johnson, Sr., Chris Willers and
George H. Ray, to me known to be
the persons described in and Who
executed the foregoing instrument,
and acknowledged that they executed
the same as their free act and deed.

III.
'
OBJECTS
The objects for which said corporation is formed and established are:

11.00 a. m. and S.Ou p. m.
Communion service at the morning service.

BAPTIST
Sunday
in each month.
First
I will offer at public auction at e? Services 11, A. M.,
7.30, P. M.
the Col. J. G. Reed ranch 9 miles
W.
A.
Rev.
Dawn,
Pastor.
Solano, on
of Roy, 4 .,

GROWING

(SEAL)
(SEAL)
J. F. Shamblin
Frederick Fluhman (SEAL)
(SEAL)
R. W. Boulware
(SEAL)
J. W. Beck
J. W. Johnson, Sr. (SEAL)
(SEAL)
Chris Willers
(SEAL)
Geo. H. Ray
STATE OF NEW MEXICO,)

.

2d Sunday of eact
11 a. m. 8,00 PM.

month at
4th Sunday of each month 'at

Public Sale

y

Big-Bon-

P.nhvor-I.ytton-

75 cents a
6 mos. in

Servicefl

I have a registered MALE
Duroc-Jersee
PIG,
FOR SALE; guaranteed.
Having sold my farm and movBEN GRUNIG,
t4 pd
ing to another state
Roy, N. M.

N. L. Benson

COMPANY

MESA

Published every business day.

Insurance

Real Estate

MORA
ABSTRACT
COMPANY

Supt.

ROY

and

'

No-10-

Abernathy,

CHRISTIAN

No-10-

State of New Mexico

Meets at the Christian Church,
Roy, N. M every Sunday evening at 7.00 o'clock.
A cordial welcome extended to
all visitors.

Wheat Director License No. 028463H

AUCTIONEER!

N

Albuquerque
Evening Herald

Miss. LASKA GRAY PRESIDENT,
Mr. Rual Wade Sec'y.

if you have wheat for sale
'

C. E,

5

Floersheim Merc. Co.

Photos
For farm views see- -

L

E.

Deubler

NOTICE
I am distributing poison for prairie
dogs and rodents on my farm, N'j
NWW'Sec.
All ownors of
stock likely to stray upon said land
are hereby warned that they may restrain them from Ganger therefrom.
WM. M. CARVER,
Roy, New Mexico
Crows Were Whitr.7
Mythology has it the crow was created white but turned black through
betrayal of the secrets of the gads.

S. C. White Leghorn Roosters,
Thorobreds, for sale.
F. A. ROY,
' Rty, New Mexico.

4
THE

SPANISH-AMERICAN-

.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
Office at Clavton,
w Mexico
January 15, 1920.
January 21, 1j20.
Notice is hereby given that Ralph
Notice is heic. ...en that Alejan-dr- o
Maestas, of l.oy, Mora County, F. Thompson, of Solano, Mora Co.,
New Mexico, who, on December 26th, New Mexico, who, on May 29th, 1918,
1916, made Addl Homestead Entry, made Homestead Entry, No. 022256,
No. 023448, for SWH NWH, SWV for SEH SWH, Sec. 17, NW; NH
Sec. 19, and NWi SWH, and SEH SWH, Section 20,
NE, NEtt
SW, Section 20, Township 18 N., Township 18 N., Range 27 E., ofN. in-M.
Range 25 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has P. Meridian, has filed notice
filed notice of intention to make Fi- tention t make Final Three Year,
nal Three Year, Proof, to establish Proof, to establish claim to the land
claim to the land above described, be- above described, before F. H. Foster,
fore F. H. Foster, U. S. Commission- U. S. Commissioner, at his office at
er, at his office at Roy, New Mexico, Roy, New1 Mexico, on the th day of
March,-1920on the 12th day of March, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses:
John W. Church, C. M. Thompson,
Dan Laumbach, of Roy, New Mexico, Florencio Esquibel, of Sabinoso, Sanford Horton, John Beckman, ail
New Mexico, Francisco Esquibel, of of Solano, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Sabinoso, New Mexico, Casimiro An.
Register.
drada, of Roy, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Register.

Col. George E. Cochrane,

AUCTIONEER

Farm Sales a specialty,
Experienced
I
know the value of farm
Proficient,
property and will get it for my clients.
Competent Cleric furnished if desirft')
Reasonable terms. Am a notary and c a take
acknowledgements on sale paper,
and help you secure money to meet your obligations. My aim is to benefit both seller buyer
Bills of Sale, Notes and Mortgages supplies

Spanish-America-

3 to

12 miles

Machine for Grain Inspector.
Grain Inspectors must know the cx
ftet amount of moisture In specimens
submitted and a machine bus been
made to determine Oils in a
test.

and

F. P. HEIMANN.

East of Roy

2t-p-

d

B

ui ck

Will Build Them

.

n
office.
at the
Col. George E. Cochrane, Mills, N. M.

sows

are built

SE,

See me and get my terns and dates
'before deciding about your sale. Dates made

FOR SALE Two bred
one Poland China boar

BETTER Gars

When

thirty-minut-

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
January 15, 1920.
WANTED, FOUR BIG MARES,
Notice is hereby given that Miguel
with harness and farm machinery. A. Baca, of Roy, Mora Co., New Mexico, who, on Augus, 8th, 1916, made
Inquire at the
oflice.
Homestead "Entry, No. 022595, for
IWH NWVi. Section 20, Township 20
N., Range 28 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to make
'Final Three Year, Proof, t establish
'claim to the land above described,
before F. II. Foster, U. S. Commis
sioner, at his office at Roy, Hew Mexico, on tie 8th day of March, 1920.
Claimant names as vdtnasses:
Alexandro Gonzales, of Roy, New
Mexico, Nos Lucero, nf Roy, New
Mexico, Juan J3. Arguello, of Albert,
New Jlexico. Jose E. Arguello, of Albert, New Mexico.
PAZ "VALVERDE,

e

We have the

1920, Model"K"s
on hand

South-Wester-

Buick Co.

n

713 Douglass St.

S--

we .Have It!

E. Las Vegas,

for

24!lb. Sack, $1.60

Derpa-rtmen-

'0.

50 lb. Sack, $3.10
100 lbs.,
$6.00

Ú23-Í30-

INSIDE INFORMATION
The Government has made it possible to put PURE
WHEAT FLOUR In Every Home.

!New Mexico.

TAZ VALVERDE,
Itafsster.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
The U. S. Grain Corporation has Purchased Large
. f
Tt
at Clayton, New ilexi'jo
Quantities of PURE WHEAT FLOUR nS;rwvairctoR?uPlour
January 15, 1920.
Notice is hereby given that Euarbio
And have Released and will Sell it Without Profit, thru jpron'.no,
Managing heir fnr Juan J.
wnu,
in.
ihe REGULAR Channels of TRADE, to help reduce the K.iVbmano, oi ajuctc, mnde
Additional
;

.w

T .

.

-

..5

ÍTT

C

T

A

Office

jh..,

T91B.

10H

"High COST Of Living"
You can burchase any quantity you wish at our Store1
Prove the Quality by Trying it

FOR SALE IN ROY BY

Floersheim
U. S. Grain Corporation,

cSe

Kansas City.

vn

Jld. entry, for SEP4, Section 25, Ttwn- shiji 18 N., Range 29 K., N. 31. r.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to nnike final three year Piwf , v
claim to tfhe land bve 3e- ...
.X.
.u. C .
ji. TTTim
nimux, TT
JBcribea, Deiore vv- - .T
Commissioner, at his oflfice at Kv.
ay i
iJSew Mexico, on tne iuu

...

iilardk,

1920.

Claimant name as witnewes:
Tiofilo Salazar, of David, N. 5C
.trolroo M. TrniiHa. of David. N.."M
Jse l?z Montana, of David,N. N, 3J,
M.
Juan X Montana, of Albert,
112, VALVEEIE.
Reg iatec
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Lar.fi
Office

at

Clayton", New Mexico

January 21, 1920.
Notice is hereby iven that Jnan
Benito Arguello, of Roy, Mora Co.,

New Mexico, who, on July 27, 1913,
made Homestead Entry, No. 022470,
Sec. 26, and SH NEU,
for SH
Station 27, Township 19 N., Range
e
26 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed

NW,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
A Caiwy Altruist.
Department of the Interior
thinks everybody
Tunkins
The ftldent bells in the Dnited
own nn aut0moblle so's he U. S. Land Oflice at Clayton, New
t0
0gnt
States hang In the Spanish cathedral eould eave hls flt nome and rI(Je with
Mexico, February 20, 1920
In St. Augustine. Fla. They are dated
Republication
nelghbor.-Washin- gton
Star.
the
Notice is hereby given that Nicolas
Martinez, of Albert, N. M., who on
Dec. 18, 1914, made H. E. No. 019039
for SH NW14, Sec. 13, SH NE,
Section 14, Twp. 20N., Range 28E.,
N M P Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make three years proof
to establish claim to i;ie land above
described, before Register and Receiv
The Roy DruR Store
er U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
M. D. GIBBS, Proprietor,
l. j.
on the 5th day of April, 1920.
Claimant names as" witnesses:
Frank Gonzales, Celso Martinez,
Eduardo Martinez, Luis Gonzales, all
of Albert, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register
NOTICc tu ruDL.ilATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
,

Jud

Fairview Pharmacy
Pure Drugs and Chemicals

Ice Cream Parlor

Soda Fountain,

All Popular Drinks and Ices
KODAKS

AND

FILMS

EASTMAN

AND

SUPPLIES

PHONOGRAPHS, TALKING MACHINES AND
OKEH RECORDS

News Stand,
A

COMPLETE

DMLY

LINE OF

papers magazines

J

Cigars and Tulr. cco

January 15, 1920.
Notice is hereby given that Eugenio
J. Gallegos,Jr.,of Gallegos, N.M., who
on January 9, 1917, made Homestead
Entry, No. 02.' .838, for SE4 of Section 6 and NEH of Section 7, Township 17 N., Range 32 E., N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make Final Three Year Proof to
establish claim to the land above described, before A. A. Wynne, U. S.
Commissioner, at his office at Mosquero, N. M., on the 9th day of March,
1920.

Articles.

no-tie-

of intention to make FinaJ Three
Year, Proof, to establish claim. o the
land above described, before P. H.
Foster, U. S. Commissioner, af is
office at Roy, New Mexico, on yie
eleventh day of March 1920.
Claimant names aa witnesses:
D. M. Martinez, V. C. Martinez,
S. Lopez, Andrea Orneloz, all of Boy,
New Mexico.

New Mex.ve

Wi Sept 27, 1916, made Add'l Home,
itead Entry, No. (G3183, for EH SE1
and EH NtiVi, Section 31, Twp. 20N.,

Range 25E, N M P Meridian, has filed
notice of intention :o make Final
Three Year Proof, to establish claim
to the land above escribed, before
F. II. Foster, U. S. Commissioner at
his office all Roy, N. M., on the 6th
day of April, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Antonio R. Lucero, Andras Ebell.
Register Leandro Martinez, R. R. lach, all of
Roy, N. M.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register
Department of the Interior, U. S. Lund
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
rayncE
publication
.
January 21, 1920.
t
.'Notice is hereby given that Ethel
of th interim U. S. Land
L. Ladd, formerly Ethel L. Johann,
Office at C'v ton Ne Mexico
of Roy, Mora Co., New Mexico, vwho,
Saviarv ".a
on May 6th, 1918, made HomeFtead
Notice is herv aivea that Jacinto
Ertry, No. 025915, ;f or EH SE14, Sec. GaTmdre, uf Mo'Tjero, N. M., who,
SQ, SH ÍTWV4, Had SW4, Section m April 13, 1918, maSe Homestead
,
29, Township 19 DS., Range 25 E., N. Entry, serial, No.
for lot 1,
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
f in- 2, 3, 4, Section 21, Township 18 N.,
tention to vtsiko Final Three "Year, Eainge '28 E., N. H. P. Meridian, ha&
Proof, to establish claim to fh land Sled notice of intention to make three
ábove described, before F. H. Foster, year :Prodf, to establish claim to the
IL S. Commissioner, at his offiu; .it land above described, before F. H.
Roy. New Mexico, on the lltti lcy Foster, tU. S. Commissioner at Roy,
df March, 1220.
X. 75.., on the 8th day f March, 192b.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses:
,3. L. SmilÍL, Jnun I. Romero, 'Webb Trinidad Sanchez, Jnan Jose Chav"Kidd, Vicente Martinez, all of Roy, ea, Francisco Garc5a,'Fk)rencio Gonza-5- e,

Government
Pure Wheat FLOUR

A

NOTICE OF CuXTEST
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico
Contes. No. 3Ü52
Jan. 34, 1920
To Thomas D. Kctjuire, formerly o
Millp, N. M. and now unknown, Con
tes tee;
You are hereby roiif.ed that Mel
Madrid, who vives Mora, New Mexico
aa his post office address, did, on January 14, 1920, file in this ofiice his duly
corroborated application to contest and
secure the cancellation of your hone-steaentry no. 026565, made January
10, 1917, for thé SW1 Sec. 14:
1
Sec. 15 &
i
and
NE1-,SE-

Ei-N-

NEi-NW-

Sec. 23, Iwp 21N. Rng. 24E. NMPM
and as k rounds for bis content he alleges that said homestead entry has
been abandoned by the entrymsn for
more than two years last past and that

the said absence from the land h s not
been due to any military service by
entiyman along the Mexican border ov-iany of the demobilization camj s of
the United Ktatis, eith'r within its;
border or abroad or within the military Kervii'4, marine corps or naval serv-- .
ice of the United Siates within i s bor

ders or abroad.
You are, therefore, further notified
PAZ "TALVERDE,
Registe?. that the said allegations will be tnkeW
by this office as having been confess
ed by you, and your said entry will be
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
cancelled thereunder without your further right to be heard therein, either
Depnrtmen4; ri Vhe Tntf'or
before this office or on appeal,' if you
r.t Claytoi.
U. S. "Laard 015
fail to lile in this office within twenty
Mexico, Jartsn-- y 28. 1PC0
Tlntice 'is "hereby gives thp RikIo" ' fcays ii?.- the j'UuliUt rutucation ox
e.
C. Gruñid f R07. TTf"- -- n".. V. M . this utilice, us shown ltlov, your
under on;.i, sfecl.'.cally
1T117,
Ad1"
who on January
- íu:
to these
Homesteaa Ent- -r
..' ..ti'i fy.'A wUh'n tVit '.rx$
vvrv .) ".-SW 'NW, EH yrJK.
Secfjon í!.
r.roo t!K yoj
'o die in this o.fice.
answer
25IL, U.-P. Meridia", ns ÍIW nr have servui a co.iy iT f
i t ' iher
pertiee of intention tn nf.t 7:naJ Tlr"- on the .tai.
son ni,,
..ail. V
Year Troof to csfWsh clain "
l;y t' .
r ic
'
of .
land above defiribd.. krfo- Foster, TJ.S. Commissioner at his of;) uf .vou- - unnwer to the contest
fice at Eoy, S. M, on the 7th day of ant in person, proof of such sen-Icmust be either the said contestant's
April. 1920.
written acknowledgment of his reClaimant nams as witaesses:
A. L BurJeson. W'bl T'ii'il. ".eo. ceipt of the copy, showing the date of
N.M. its receipt, or the affidavit of the perH. Ray, Oscar lfd-- l a'
son by whom the delivery was made "
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register stating when and where the copy was
delivered; if made by registered mail,
proof of such service must consist of
NOTICE TWR PUBLICATION
the affidavit of the person by whom
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land 'Office at Clayton, New the copy was mailed stating when and
the postoffice to which it was mailed1,
Mexico. January 28. 1920
Notice ig hereby given that James and this affidavit must be accompanied
O. Gambrel, of Koy, Mora Co., N. M., by the postmaster's receipt for the
who on Jan. 9, 1916, made Homestead letter.
You should state in yonr answer tho
"Entry No. 023119, SH SEU, Section
25, Twp. 20N., Rng. 27E., N. M. P name of the postoffice to .which you
M., has filed notice of intention to desire future notices to be sent to you.
make Final Three Year Proof, to esFRANCISCO DFLGADO
tablish claim to the land above deRegister.
scribed, before F. H. Foster, U. S.
of
Date
first
publication,
Jan.24,
192D
Commissioner at his office at Roy,
'
second
31 '
N. M., on the 6th day of April, 1920.
'
'
third
Feb.
Claimant names as witnesses:
7
'
'
fouith
F. N. Coldiron. W. T. Coldiron, Pat
.
14
'
'
jLedoux, a. a. xiosKins, ai lot Koy,
fifth
21
New Mexico.
sixth and last
28
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register

all

of "Mosquero. N. M.

an-iw-

r-

.

NE.

.

Tx"ü

e

c'?t.

9-- 6

.

PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton. New Mexico
January 21, 1920.
Notice is hereby given that Casimiro
Andrada, of Roy, Mora County, New
Mexico, who, on December 21st, 1910,
made Homestead Entry, No. 023539,
for WiA NW. NEU NWH, Sec. C,
T. 17 N., R. 25 E. and SW4 SW,
Section 31, Township 18 N., Range
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make Final Three Year,
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before F. H. Foster,
U. S. Commissioner, at his office at
Roy, New Mexico, on the 12th day of
March, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Estavan Cordova, Zacarías' Ebel,
Manuel M. Cordova, Alejandro Maestas, all of Roy, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Registef.
,

.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Alfonzo C. DeBaca, of Gallegos, N
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
M., Eufracio Daca, of Gallegos, N. M.,
Denartment of the Interior
Faustin Hernandez, of Gallegos, N. U. S. Land Office at Clayton, New
M., Paz Ortiz, of Gallegos, N. M.
Mexico
PAZ VALVERDE,
Notice in hereby given that Frnrlt
'
Register Aldics, of Hoy, Mora Co., N. M., who
,
.

Money in the Bank
gives you a feeling of security
enables you to take advan- -

tage of opportunity for
making more money
t
lifts you out of the
rut, makes you
a man

THE ROY TRUST
& SAVINGS BANK

CAPITAL, SURPLUS and UNDIVIDED PitOFITS,
Over $49,000.00

t
THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

FOREIGN

COlJDEIJSATIOIl

The Prince of Wales will leave Lon
don on his trip to the Antipodes on
March 5, on which date lily ship, the
dreadnought Renown, will depart irom
Portsmouth, according to the official
Itinerary given out nt London.
Madame Jacqueline Clemenceau-Jac-quemairH
LATEST
IMPORTANT
DIS-daughter of former Premier
PATCH E8 PUT INTO 8HORT,
Clemenceau of France, has sailed for
CRISP PARAGRAPHS.
home on the Rocharobeau, doclarln;
she had had a successful lecture tour
and hnd made many friends In Amer
ica.
STORY OF THE WEEK
The German government holds that
Poland' demands for delivery of Ger
man war guilty are Invalid and refuses
SHOWING
THE PROGRESS
OP to fulfill them, It was learned official
ly In Berlin. The Polish demands trans
EVENTS IN OUR OWN ANO
gress the agreement concluded between
FOREIQN LANDS.
Germany and Poland last autumn, the
government holds.
The steamer Danube struck a mine
Weitera Newspaper Union News Service.
in the Black sea thirteen miles oft
WESTERN
Cape Ramlli on the European shore,
Two heavily armed bandits entered at the entrance to
the Bosphorus, thir
the bank at Camp Verde, sixty tulles teen persons on board being killed by
up
northeast of Prescott, held
Cashier the explosion. Two water-tigh- t
com
Butler and escaped with approximate pnrtments of the ship were flooded,
ly $1,000.
but she succeeded In reaching Con
Major Gerhard Luke Luhn, 89, said stantlnople.

OF FRESH NEWS

to be the oldest retired officer In the
United States army and pioneer In
dian fighter of the Northwest, Is dead
at his home In Spokane, Wash.
The price of gold In Its relation to
the world's fipanclal situation and the
mining Industry was discussed by tho
Northwest Mining Asoclatlon at Its an
nual convention at Spokane, Wash.
For a week a wolf pack Invaded
nightly the western end of Duluth,
Minn., and trappers and scores of peo
pie "lying out" for the pack finally sue
ceeded In killing one, wounding another and trapping a third of the pack of

Where Can I Find Relief From

COUNTY DEFIES

Southwest News
From All Over

New Mexico
and Arizona

Itching, Terrifying Eczema?

PROHIBITION
REBELLION

Question on Lips of Afilíete! reached by going deep down to it
There is a harrassing discomfort source, which is in the blood, thai
caused by Eczema that almost be disease being caused by an infeccomes a torture. The Itching is al- tion which breaks out through tha

NATIONAL

AGAINST

most unbearable, and the skin
seems on fire with the burning
A cure from local applications of salves and ointments
is impossible, because such , treatment can only allay the pain temporarily. The disease can only be

BREAKS OUT
IN MICHIGAN.

PROHIBITION

Western Newspaper Union Newe Service.

J. H. Boileau, a local architect, has
Just completed the plans and drawings
fur a new eighty-roohotel which will
be erected at Tucumcarl, N. M.
The state of Arizona Is eight years
old this month. Eight year ugo, Feb,
14, Vulentlne Duy, Arizona emerged
from a territory Into a sisterhood of
states.
Captain Jaces N. Gladding, former
ly city engineer of Albuquerque, and
recently irom military service over
seas, has accepted the position of city
manager of Albuquerque.
Much Interest is being evinced by
members of organized labor In the
Miami district over the projected
plans for the construction of a new

FIGHT "DRY" MEASURE
OPEN REVOLT STARTED
FEDERAL

AGAINST

AUTHORITY,
REPORTED.

IS

Weatern Newspaper Union News Service.

Chicago,

Feb.

"rebellion
against prohibition" has broken out In
Iron county, Michigan, and the coun
ty, led by its prosecuting attorney, la
"In open revolt" against federal au
thorlty, Major A. L. Dnlrymple, fed
eral prohibition director for the cen
tral states, notified Washington. Pro
hibition agents leading a party of
Michigan state constables were held
up by Iron county officials and wine
they had confiscated was taken from
them, according to word brought to
Chicago by Leo J. Grove of Marquette,
23.

e

y,

inter-mountnl- n

-

ten-ye-

to-da-

The man who makes the biggest sucIts Case.
cess is the man who knows how to get
"Why don't you break that old boa
along with other people.
up? It's an offense."
"Yep, and it's not even a bailable offense."

Thousands Have Kidney
Trouble and Never

Suspect

A

labor temple In Miami.
Oscar Price and Mabel Shaw were
arrested In Phoenix on a federal warrant charging them with conspiracy to
aid a federal prisoner to escape from
the custody of the United States mar
shal.
The annual convention of the New
Is f 100,000.
Mexico Cattle and Horse Growers' As supervising prohibition agent for the
Intellectual workers In Paris have sociation, which will be held in Ros- upper peninsula.
Major Dalrymple appealed to At
formed a federation, which has been well, N. M., March 29, 30 and 31, will
given recognition by labor organiza be one of the most Important In the torney General Palmer through As
sistant Prohibition Director Gajiord
Hons. Dramatists, engineers, scientists, history of the association.
Every session full of interest aiid to order warrants Issued for the arrest
teachers, artists, poets, song writers,
journalists and dramatic experts are every intermission full of entertain of the prosecutor, two deputy sher
twelve.
eligible to membership in the federa- ment Is the aim of the committee In iffs, two police officers and three
Electric operation of passenger tion, which has appointed two commit charge of the New Mexico Wool Grow other residents of Iron River, a min
trains over a coast section of the Chi- tees to draft a definite constitution ers' Association convention which will ing village.
cago, Milwaukee & St. Paul railway be and program.
be held In Roswell March 8 and 9.
While Washington was setting the
tween Othello, Wash., and Tacoma,
Valuable equipment, which will be legal machinery In motion, Dalrymple
A memorial to the 400,000 allied sol
will begin about March 1, according to diers killed
in the defense of Verdun used In the construction of roads, has Issued orders for a compuny of picked
an announcement by A. N. Farling,
will be erected through the combined been given by the War Department to prohibition agents to gather here previce president and general manager,
subscriptions of France, Great Britain the State Highway Departments of paratory to starting on an armed ex
Franklin K. Lane, retiring secretary and the United States.
states. The states re pedition which, he declared, will
Marshal Petalu twenty-ninof the interior, will become an execa heads the committee which
has just is- ceiving the apparatus Include Arizona clean up" Iron county.
tlve of the
Petroleum sued an appeal to the United
Grove, accompanied by Lieut. R. G
States and New Mexico.
and Transport Company and the Mex and Great Britain to
At a meeting of the local post of Strope and Troopers Masters and Kind
Join France In
ican Petroleum Company when he re- this work. The monument
will stand the American Legion at Demlng, N of the state constabulary, seized
linquishes bis official position, It was on Douaumont hill, which
overlooks M., the members went on record eleven barrels of wine at the Virgil
announced In Los Angeles by E. L.
the greater part, of the Verdun battle unanimously as favoring the organ! location, a mine two miles from Iron
president of the two companies. field.
zatlon of a troop of National Guard River, he reported to, Major Dal
Christopher C. Cole, federal deputy
cavalry and directed the adjutant to rymple. The wine Is said to have
revenue agent In charge of prohibition GENERAL
send a copy of the resolutions pledg been made by John Peter and Steven
Bat Nelson, former lightweight chani ing "active support" to the adjutant Scalcuccl, wealthy Italians, who own
enforcement at Tucson, Ariz., has been
arrested by United States Marshal pion, was named chief beneficiary of general.
the packing plant and general store
Treahy on charges of violating the the $250,000 estate of his father, jvhose
at
Iron River.
acceptance
of
Formal
personnel
the
Mann act by bringing a woman from will has been filed for probate In Chi of
Grove loaded the liquor Into a
a
state
advisory
New
board
for
Maryland to Arizona. He waived pre-- . cago.
Mexico, to
with the Salva sleigh and started to move it to Cas
Present high prices will not last tlon Army
llminary examination before United
Its county advisory pian. When the sleigh reached Iron
and
much
longer," declared President S. P,
States Commissioner Edwin F. Jones,
boards In New Mexico, In the execu River It was met by Prosecuting At
Declaration that the "time had come Halle of the National Retail Dry Goods tion of the army's 1920 home service torney P. A. McDonough, Deputy
when the medical profession .f ths Association, In opening a three days' program, has been announced by Lieu- Sheriffs Chard and Jesse Allen of
United States was forced to unuurzo convention of that body In New York, tenant Colonel John W. Cousins, com Iron county; Police Chief C. H. Sen
to protect Its own Interests and those Halle denied that retailers as a class mander In the
province, slba and Police Capt. Claude Brown
of the public," was made at Los Aa are profiteering and made a strong
negro
gave
name
A
as of Iron River.
who
his
geles by Dr. Charles L. Reed of Cin plea for a readjustment of government James Williams but who answers the
McDonough, according to Grove's
cinnati, formerly president of the taxes.
report, told the prohibition supervisor
description
Sims,
of
Arthur
wanted
The
heads of two families, neighbor!
American Medical Association and of
for the murder of Pntrolman Law that he was "under arrest for trans
Medical Congress, were killed in a pistol duel at Phlladel rence J. Bear, at Swan Creek, Mary
the
porting liquor" and ordered his men
In an address before the Los Angeles phia, which came as the culmination of land, on December 11 last year, has to seize the wine. Grove said he put
three years of ill feeling. The two men
County Medical Association.
been arrested nt Albuquerque.
He ad up a fight, but was overpowered.
Elmer Twining, 50, and Charles Self.
being
Maryland
mitted
in
on
the
date The wine, he said, wus returned to the
WASHINGTON
35 met In front of their homes on
Scalcuccl brothers by McDonough,
Naval operation or control of all ra their return from work and hot words of the murder but denies he Is Sims.
who, the report adds, told the brothers
by
Admission
O'MalJumes
Patrick
dio stations assumed during the war were passed. The shooting followed,
to
post an armed guard over It with
ley, an admitted I. W. W. organizer
emergency will be relinquished at mid Both were shot through the breast.
orders to shoot If the federal agent
and
applicant
citizenship
papers,
for
night, Feb. 29, under an executive or
Four armed bandits broke up an ex
tried to regain possession.
der made public by Secretary Daniels. ecutive meeting of the Moulders' luilon that he favored "squeezing out the
After receiving the report, Major
Rear Admiral Benson, chief of naval In Chicago and rifled a money drawer employer class" by reduction of hours Dalrymple
asked that Attorney Gen
wages,
and
in
increase
from
drew
Ex
operations during the war, and now on which contained $2,000 of th- loc:i s
eral Palmer Instruct the United
the retired list, has been selected by funds. Twelve members of the union aminer A. E. Eldrldge of the bureau States commissioner
at Marquette,
President Wilson to succeed John Bar- were lined up against the wall and cov of naturalization a denunciation of Mich., to Issue the
Grove
warrants.
radicalism
at
who
Prescott,
refused
ton Payne as a member of the ship- ered by the guns in the hands of three
reported that District Attorney Myron
O'Malley citizenship papers.
ping board.
of the robbers, while the fourth mera
Banks In New Mexico made a gain H. Walker, at Grand Rapids, had or
Capital increases aggregating $15,- - ber of the quartet took the money.
In
total resources under call of $7,804,- - dered the commissioner to Issue no
005,000 were granted to 108 national
A central communist propaganda bu
212.21.
J. B. Read, state banker ex warrants without first submitting
banks during January, John Skelton reau for the western hemisphere will
In his report for the calendar them to him, which takes from five to
aminer,
Williams, comptroller of the currency, be established In Mexico, In accordance
year of 1919, filed In the governor's fifteen days.
announced.
This Is the largest num with a resolution passed at a secret InSamples of the wine seized in the
ber of capital Increases ever granted ternational communist conference held office, shows their total resources un raid, taken some time ago,'
tested 14
on
17, 1919, as $05,- November
call
der
In any one month, Mr. Williams said. In Amsterdam, according to the Lan- 789,028.90.
On November 18, 1918, per cent alcohol, Grove told Major
twenty-one
were
to
densblad.
Charters
issued
The newspaper adds this
The Scalcuccl brothers
were $57,984,816.69.
The fig- Dalrymple.
new national banks with an aggregate step was taken on the Initiative of an there
ures are for both national and state admitted, he said, that they had made
capital of ?1,175,000.
American delegate at the conference.
the stuff from a carload of raisins.
banks.
New York sport fans are backing a
Mexican government troops have
A verdict of $2,500 damages has
routed combined rebel bands at Barra bill to be introduced In the State LegSoldiers Get "Keeley" Hotel.
been awarded Sophie Murtinez, adminde Nautla and Paso de Telaya, after islature by Assemblyman Ross, provid
Dwlght, Ill.-T- he
Livingston hotel
istratrix
Marof
the
estate
Carlos
of
killing more than 100, advices to the ing for the restoration of boxing in the
tinez, against the Southern Pacific and laboratories of the Leslie R. Kee
Mexican embassy, Washington, stated, Empire state. A state boxing com nils
in the United States Court ley Company the "Keeley cure" have
Several rebel generals were killed oc sion of three will have charge of the railroad
Tucson. The suit resulted from a been leased to the government and
at
captured. Several merchants held for sport under the proposed plan. Bouts smashup
of an automobile by a train will be converted Into a hospital for
ransom were released.
of any length to a decision will be at Cochise
soldiers. The Keeley business will be
station a few years ago.
Rear Admiral Robert B. Peary, re permitted, the commission deciding
Two
armed bandits entered the carried on In smaller quarters. Prohitired, discoverer of the North pole, such bouts.
bank at Camp Verde, sixty miles bition was said to have caused the
died at his home In Washington after
A big drop In food prices will come
slump In business.
a two years' illness of pernicious ane- this summer, government experts pre- northeast of Prescott, Ariz., held up
Cashier Butler and escaped with apmia, during which thirty-fiv- e
blootl dicted, If farm production is equal to proximately
Denikine Fleet Joins Soviets.
$1,000.
After completing
transfusions had been of no avail. Sail- or greater than the production average the robbery,
London. A Moscow wireless mes
the
bandits
carried
period Just closed. A
ors, attaches of the naval hospital and for the
Cashier Butler one mile out of town, sage says that Denlklne's fleet In the
many
men gave of thplr 100 per cent production is due, accord
Caspian sea has joined the soviets.
and there left him under
life's blood in the vain effort to pro- ing to the law of averages, records of death if he summoned help.threat of General Baron Wrange has replaced
Butler,
long the life of the country's foremost the Agricultural Department showed.
later returning to Camp Verde, re Denikine In chief command of the
explorer.
A 100 per cent production Is equal to ported
white army. General Mamontoff, made
the holdup.
average.
Abolishment of the nine subtreasur-les- , the
famous by his raids In the Tomboy and
Five of the six bandits who early in Voronezh,
the offices of thirteen state surveyors-gA wage Increase of 11.11 per cent for
last summer, has died of
morning
the
atNovember
24,
of
1919,
eneral
and two assay offices is 11,000 refinery workers has been anspotted
at Ekaterlndar.
fever
tempted to loot the home of Abran
proposed In the legislative approprianounced by the Standard OH Company
Joya,
Contreras
La
at
N.
M.,
in
and
Tammany Club Held Up.
tion bill, reported by the House approof Indiana. Coincldentally, all shift-methe pistol duel which followed shot
priations committee. A reduction of
New York. Elgh masked gunmen
go from a seven-daweek to a
Contreras through the arm, resulting
$18,000,000 from department estimates
week, a radical change In the com In
entered the Tammany Club, Eighth
the death of Contreras December Assembly
for clerk hire and miscellaneous ex- pany's manufacturing policy. The new
district, and robbed forty
21, entered pleas of, guilty to murder
penses was made, but the bill's total of schedule becomes effective March 1,
members, who were playing cards, of
In the second degree. Pedro Sals was
$104,120,000 Is one of the largest peaceabout $5,000 In money and jewelry.
and It applies In refineries at Whiting,
to life Imprisonment
and They escaped
time legislative appropriations on rec- Ind.; Wood River, III.; Sugar Creek, sentenced
before an alarm could be
the
were
other
four
each
sentenced to given.
ord.
Mo. ; Casper, Wyo and Greybull, Wyo.
serve thirty years.
A constitutional amendment giving
The
strike which hat
The new tunnel at the Shea mine
Canteens Earned $508,899.
Congress and the Supreme Court Joint been in force since May 5 at the plant
Jerome, Ariz., has been started.
New
operated by
power to authorize the vice president of the
Company at ToSuperintendent Oscar Engleder hav-- 1
or the ranking cabinet officer to as- ledo, involving at the start 6,000 work- ing completed all the preliminary the Young Men's Christian Association for soldiers and sailors made a net
sume the duties of the President during' men, has been formally called off by work and Installed the necessary
a!r profit of $508,899
a disability of the chief executive has the Machinists' union and the Central and water lines. The contract
from the time Amerwas let
war until Jan. 1, last,
ica
entered
the
been prepared by Representative S. D. Labor union. In a statement labor of- to William Blue, David Reese
and
according to a financial statement IsFess, Ohio, and Introduced In the ficials said conditions at the plant are Walter Goodwin.
National War Work Counsued by
House.
now satisfactory.
The town of Flugstaff wired Adjut cil of the
the association. It also shows
Liberty bonds of a par value of
The internationalization of the Dar ant, General W. S. Ingalls
that its Na- that $161,722,049 had been contributed
were purchased or retired In danelles, which had been forecast, ha
tional Guard organization was almost by
the public to "Y" war work. The
January aside from the operations of been decided upon definitely by the al- ready for muster
and that instead of
statement revealed that the associathe bond sinking fund, It was an- lied supreme council. The details oi the usual troop of seventy-thre- e
men
an" approximate balance of
nounced at the Treasury Department the control of the waterway, however,
the town proposed to raise a full bat- tion has
$17,000,000 of war work funds.
In Washington.
have not been worked out.
tery of artillery for the state.
London's underground railways trans
port 4,000,000 pasengers dally, It was
stated by Sir Albert Stanley In an address as chairman of a meeting of sub
way workers. The vehicle controlled
by the roads make a total Journey ev
ery day equal to twenty circuits of the
earth. The gross revenue each month

skin. That is why the most satis
factory treatment for all
skin diseases is S. S. S., which acts,
by cleansing the blood. Get a bottle y,
and you will see results
from the right treatment Medical
advice free. Address Medical Director, 48 Swift Bldg. Atlanta, Ga,

It

PUT CREAM

IN NOSE

AND STOP

CATARRH

Tells How to Open Clogged Nostril
and End
Head-Cold-

s.

Applicants for Insurance Often
You feel fine in a few moments.
Your cold in head or catarrh will be
gone. Your clogged nostrils will open.
Judging from reports from druggists
who are constantly in direct touch with The air passages of your head will
the public, there is one preparation that clear and yon can breathe freely. No
has been very successful in overcoming more dullness, headoche; no hawking,
these conditions. The mild and healing snuffling, mucous discharges or dryinfluence of Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t
is
ness; no struggling for breath at
soon realized. It standi the highest for
night.
its remarkable record of success.
Tell your druggist you want a small
An examining physician for one of the
prominent Life Insurance Companies, in bottle of Ely's Cream Balm. Apply a
an interview on the subject, made the as- little of this fragrant,
antiseptic
tonishing statement that one reason why cream in your
nostrils, let it penetrate
so many applicants for insurance are rejected is because kidney trouble is so through every air passage of the head ;
common to the American people, and the soothe and heal the swollen, inflamed
large majority of those whose applica- mucous membrane, and relief come
tions are declined do not even suspect Instantly.
t
that they have the disease. It is on sale
It is Just what every cold and caat all drug stores in bottles of two sizes,
tarrh
sufferer
needs.
Don't stay
medium and large.
and miserable. Adv.
However, if you wish first to test this stuffed-ugreat preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a
Couldn't Walt.
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
"Did her husband die?"
mention this, paper. Adr.
"No, he resigned." Boston Tran-

Rejected.

p

If tombstone epltnphs were reliable, script.
his satanlc majesty would have to
RECIPE FOR GRAY HAIR.
look for another Job.

To half pint of water add 1 ot. Bay Rum,
a small box of Barbo Compound, and
Important to Mothers
ox. of glycerine. Apply to the hair twice
Examine carefully every bottle of week until it becomes the desired shade.t
CASTORIA. that famous old remedy Any druggist can put this up or you can
for Infants and children, and see that it mix it at home at very little cost. It will
Reara th
jS SIT . n
and will make harsh hair soft and glossy.
Signature of
It will not co'or the scalp, is not sticky or
greasy, and does not rub off. Adv.
In Use for Over 30 Years.

-

tfflZfa

Children Cry for Fletcher's Caetoria

Crown Balm.
When General Pershing arrived in

NEW ENGLAND'S COLD SPELL
Washington after his return from
France he had with him a trunk conPeriod of Frosty Weather That Will taining a mass
of medals, citations and
Long Be Remembered by Those
ribbons and the correspondence conWho Endured It
cerning It. Attaches of the war department were detailed to go through
Three or four winters ago, when the the material. They had
not gone far
whole of New England was burled In when they
ran across this memoransnow and gripped In Ice, Nnntucket had
dum which bore the signature of one
one of Its worst ordeals. The cold was
of the general's aids and a date sevIntense, ten below zero, In early Februold :
ary. For miles on all sides of the eral months
"The King of
was here yesterIsland the ice pack stretched, to old day
couple
a
and
left
of
medals."
eyes as far as the horizon. Day after
In one corner of the memorandum,
day passed and the Sankaty did not over
the
was this
run. The harbor wns choked with Ice, penciled initials of the
notation:
like that of St. Anthony In Labrador.
"Write him something pretty."
The main ship channel from Monomoy
Point light to Nantucket was frozen
The Ice.
over. No malls or supplies were reAn amusing Incident occurred at a
ceived on the Island for eight days. living
bridge tournament.
The Cross Rip lightship was forced
A
woman who was imfrom Its moorings when the pack broke
personating the queen of hearts was
and the lonely ship with Its tolling bell
by a fellow performer whose
was carried out to sea and lost, ten accosted
accent suggested that her cradle had
men on board. It was a hard winter
on the mainland, a season of deep stood within sound of Bow Bells.
"I'm looking for the ices," she said.
snows and killing cold, and on Nanyou seen them?"
t
tucket it is an ugly memory. The "Have
"Ices?"
said the queen of hearts.
Island is often no longer
but
and the most Imaginative "Are there any Ices? How delightful t
summer loiterer could not believe how I'm horribly thirsty I"
"I don't mean those kinds of Ices,
dreary the "purple Isle" of his summer
dreams can be when the snow's blanket was the rather hurt rejoinder. "I'm
lies deep upon it and the gale rages looking for the Ice of spldes I" London
from Tuckernuck to Wauwlnet.
The Pattern.
Some women think that a marriage
"That woman claims she made ber
certificate is a license which gives husband." "So she did: she made a
them the right to rulé the roost.
fool of him."
well-know- n

sea-gir- t,

d,

Tit-Bit-

Hard IVbrltTires
muscles and rnerves ,
and then to whipthem
with coffee; with, its
drug caffeine, makes
a bad matter worse .

ten-ye-

y

Willys-Overlan-

d

six-da- y

York.-'-Cante- ens

a drink for workers
hat contains no drug,
but furnishes a finely flaIs

vored beverage,

full-bodie-

d

&nd .robust, pleasiná to
former Coffee -- drinkers.
UVojsizes
At grocers
Usually sold iat 25&15$
teosum

Tlad by,

Cereal., Battle

Creéíc.rachs'

THE

took Dr.

Fieroe's Favorite
Prescription during expectancy and
it was a great help
to me. It was the
means of keeping
me in good condition and when I
came to middle life
f irint It a train an ft
Klfc hrnliarht m a
through this period
saieiy. i am always

AWliVri

' vvt

Tn
u c tila tulfa
jv
J v ooira
iív tVnm wa rKlliner'fl

V,
Riaa w recomnwna
i
U.r. Flnwe'Biavonte Prescription.
MKa.
Mound
C.
825
HINE3,
St.
C.

and Cet I00Ü and

BTQV6-

.

tmrnw
MM M?f

After long experience in the treatment of
women's diseases, Dr. Pierce evolved
vegetable tonio and corrective which he
called Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription.
This is a purely vegetable preparation,
without a particle of alcohol contained in it.
'
When a ornan eomnlains of backache.
dizziness or painwhen everything looks
black before her eyes a dragging feeling,
with nervousness, she
or bearing-dowshould turn to this "temperance" herbal
tonio. It can be obtained in almost every
drug store in the land and the ingredients
are printed in plain English on the wrapper.
Put up in tablets or liquid. Dr. Pierce, of
Invalids' Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y., will send a
trial size of the tablets for ten cents.
I

n,

M

When Weak and Nervous

ivu-fesse-

i

V.

I

-

.1

farmer-postmast-

.

Kansas City, Kana.! "I have taken Dr.
Pierce's Favorite Prescription many times
with very good results. I have taken it for
woman's weakness when I was all
weak and nervous and it soon had me built
UP in health and strength. I have taken it
at different times as a tonic and it has nevet
failed to give relief. I have also recommend' d it to others who have bean wonderI
fully benefited by its use.
"As I have done lots of nursing I am In'i
position to know that 'Favorite Proserin.
tion' has saved the life of many a woman. 1
MRS. A. GEHRIGER. 1402 Wood Ave.
run-dow-

THE "GLU En

theae condition! are due to outalde Influence
'over which they have little or no control.
Nearly always, however, they can be traced
Nor la
to an Internal source
bertn-ntn- s
It to be wondered at.
with euch well, denned symptoms as Indigestion, belching-- heartburn,
bloat, etc.,
will. If not checked, In time affect to some
'degree or other all the vital organs. The
nervous syitem becomes deranged. Digestion
suffers. The blood Is Impoverished. Health
The victim of
and strength are undermined. may
not know
although he
the cauee of hie aliments, feels his hope,
courage, ambition and energy slipping. And
truly life Is dark not worth much to ths
nan or woman wno nas
hold
Oet rid of It! Don't let
you back, wreck your health, make your
days miserable, make you a victim of the
"blues" and gloomy thoughts! There Is a
marvelous modern remedy called EATON1C
relief from your
that brings, oh I such quick
your stomach to rights
stomach mleerlee sets
makes it strong, cool, sweet and comfortable. Helpe you get back your strength, vigor,
vitality, enthusiasm and good heer. So
many thousands upon thousands of sufferers
have used BATONIC with such marvelouily
helpful results that we are sure you will
feel the same way If you will Juet give It a
trial. Oet a big 60 cent box ofyouEATONIC
eat like a
the e;ood tasting tablets that
bit of candy from your druggist today. He
will return your money If results are not
ven more man you expect.

ATONIC

I !3 ( TOR YOUR ACUSTOMAC10

Used Lydia E. Pmkham'i
Vegetable Compound
and Recovered.
T
anU I"Tho
VT..V
www
- Anrtnr
lienuA, M
had an organic trouble and treated m
I ior several weenn.
IIIII1MIIIIIIIIIIIIII

At times I could not

walk at all and I
Buffered with my
back and limbs so I
often had to stay in
bed. I suffered off
eight
and on forFinally
I
heard that Lydia .

years.

Pinkham's Veget-

able Compound waa

T

rin

AND

show you how to make

HIGHLY PROFITABLE

INVESTMENTS

Write me today for Information without obligation on your part.
I
If FREAH1KR
ÍÍÍ Cotton Eich. Bldg. Ft. Worth, Tex.

"

UNDISTURBED

"Every man

.onto of on nftermnth Of the
and caused discussion that
e
nation-widattention
Pi war that has attracted
pun c a ,
maue
facts
day.
The
many
a
rage
for
will

Cuticura Soan
TheVelvetTouch
For the Skin
Soap 25c, Ointment 25 anil 50c, Talcnm 25c

wlnlrlaa MnltMl

.

tlltfl. StO..

removed; crooked noses, other deformities
corrected. For any facial disfigurement write
ir. naiiey, zzt ji,niptr pmg..

No. Cordelia, watered milk doesn't
necessarily come from the river scow.

SHE THOUGHT

DYEING

WAS OLD FASHIONED
But "Diamond Dyes" Made Her Faded,
Shabby, Old Garments
Like New.

Don't worry about perfect results.
Use "Diamond Dyes," guaranteed to
Rive a new, rich, fadeless color to any
fabric, whether it be wool, silk, linen,
dresses,
fntton or mixed goods
blouses, stockings, skirts, children's
coats, feathers everything!
Direction Book In package tells how
n lomnnd dv over anv color. To
match any material, have dealer show
you "Diamond Dye" Color Card. Adv

t

.

it

roller, earning
more, is a sheet-stee- l
100 a week. He has money In the
bank and owns his home. He has
been married eight years and has one
child. While in an aviation training
camp in England he met Miss Emily
Knowles of Manchester, England, in
September, 1918. A son was born in
September, 1919. Spiker came home
and told his wife. She forgave him.
They wrote the young mother to come
to America, sending passage money
flWnolnn n. ennnnrt hot txnA a i1nr iYa hllrl
came with her baby to Ellis IsThe young English girl, now twenty-one- ,
land. She told her story frankly and said she was going to the home of
relatives, Mr. and Mrs. William Battersby, Fall River, Mass, Under the law,
mother and son could not enter. She was an Improper person who should
be sent back home.
The Spikers came promptly to her rescue. Perley Spiker gave the facts
Mrs. Spiker offered bond. The Battersbys
to the immigration officials.
swore she was a respectable girl of good family and offered her a home.
Guy S. Spiker, a younger brother of Perley, offered to marry the girl and
adopt the boy. The department of labor ordered mother and child admitted
for three months and placed In the care of the Battersbys.
At Fall River Guy Spiker took out a marriage license. The wedding
took place five days later.

Red River Brings About

Oil

Oklahoma-Texa- s

War

TEXAS. (Censored by the Postmaster.) War for
Wnntinz a little the best of It Is BURKBURNETT,
oil land between Texas and Oklahoma is raging amid a
lawsuits.
most
of
usually at the bottom
steady bombardment of injunctions, court decrees, appeals, counter appeals
and writs.
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Neglected Cold
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Standard cold remedy for 10 years
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trledGoveinodr Hobby (Texas) ordered out the rangers, first line defense of

Both sides appealed to 'the United States courts.

opin-

d

Practical Version.
lie rm trylns to think of that fa
mous line about the moth's desire for
something. Do you happen to know It?
She (with a recent experience In
mind) Why, yes, dear. "The desire
of the moth for the fur," Isn't It?

YOUR

The Remedy.
He We will have to call another
meeting of the club because last night
wa found we had no Quorum.
She Then why don't you buy one
and keep It where you can get at it
handy when you need it?
A Haunted House.
"This house Is haunted."
"Haunted? Do you really believe

COLD IS EASED
AFTER THE FIRST DOSE

"Pape's Cold Compound" then breaks
up a cold in a tew
hours

Constipation
Vanishes
Forever

CARTER'S LITTLE LIVER PILLS
never fail. Purely vegetable act surely but

& after
00

íelJlEILLS
é4s

imna"Wat

the eyes.
the complexion
Small
Price
Small Pfll Small Dose
PILLS,
Nature's
DR. CARTER'S IRON
great nerve and blood tonic ior
Anemia, Rheumatism, Nervousness,
Sleeplessness and Female Weakness.
SssslsiBsslsearsliulm
W. N. U., DENVER, NO.

Denver Directory
Diamonds
ind

JOS. I. SCHWARTZ
Uth A Curtis. Bearar.Ccle,
WRITE OR OALL FOR OATALOQ

BOYS AND GIRLS
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HIS DELUSION
'Ta your husband a member of
any secret society T"
"He thlnlks he Is, but he talks in
his sleep."
History.

We Fix Radiators
and Fix 'em

"RIGHT"
Honey-Com-

It

Is

a

well-wor-

n

.

FIIH.

effl-ton- ti

not spend a few cents for a box. of
Cascareis and enjoy the nicest, gentlest
you ever experilaxative-catharti- c
enced? They work while you sleep. Adv.
Kind.
woman?"
couldn't use noiseless

Desirable

"What a
"Pity she
powder."

loud-lookin- g

..JC

or
First Member Would you mind If
your wife should tell you you couldn't
go?
Second Member I certainly would.
Cartoons.
Hotel.
"I hear your new hotel cost $2,000,- 000."
"Yep, the stockholders are somewhat
disappointed."
"As to what?"
"They expected to get It back the
first season."
A Seaside

s

'

In a Double Sense.

"I thought I knew a lot about managing my salary."
"Well, what of It?"
"But since I married I must say I
have to haud It to my wife.

InstsHetl

'mmt OuAxrry Springs.

text

But just the same no earthly elf
Knows what It will say next.

What Did He Mean?

Cores

b

in automobile, truck and
tractor radiators.
1,.
oiVIrnN AUTO RADIATOR CO.
Denver. Cole.
1455 Court Plate

Oh, history repeats Itself!

fn sen rets never erlDe. sicken or In
convenience one like Salts, Oil, Calomel or harsh Pills. Feel bully I Be
Don't stay sick, bilious, head
achy, constipated. Remove the liver
and bowel poison which is keeping your
head dizzy, your tongue coated, your
breath bad and stomach sour. Why

JEWELRY

ARMSTRONG SEED COMPANY
Denver. Celo.
Corner 15th and Blake Ste.

CONVENIENT!

"Casarets."

ARTISTIC

KAKDIACTtmiKa

eveiry
We want to aend our Seed Catalog to
Farmer In your vicinity ana u of Thirty 01
ua the namea and addreasea
aere
about how many
farmera, tatlnir
more
..
.
wa will -- Anrl vou a
i.
fine premium abeolutely FRBB and poatpald.

Quit blowing
Don't stay stuffed-up- !
and snuffling! Clear your congestea
hood t Nntninir rise in the world gives
such prompt relief as "Pape's Cold
Compound," which costs only a few
slant a at anv Ame store. It acts with
out assistance, tastes nice, contains no
quinine Insist upon Pape s i ACiY.

If Constipated, Bilious
Headachy, take

JK7T7Jrt

rent"

-

When two women meet they klssj
when two men meet they don't kiss.
That shows who likes kisses the best.

ICARTER

Stop

p

noRB-

Permanent Relief

Prompt

that?"
"I do. It Is haunted by the thought
that the landlord Is going to raise the

Relief comes Instantly. A dose taken
Not Sure About It
every two hours until three doses are
"You are giving your daughter a
taken usually breaks up a severe coia musical education, aren't your
nri ends all the srrlppe misery.
"Well, I can't say that exactly, but
The very first dose opens your I am paying for one."
clogged-unostrils and the air pass-ntr- p
in the head, stops nose running,
relieves the headache, dullness, fever- lshness, sneezing, soreness and etin--

,
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Okianoma on men
say the Red river is In Texas at this
j.
nolnt: Texas oil men Insist the Red
river Is In Oklahoma.
Until lately nobody cared where
the Red river meandered, nor how,
;
iriaa,,-- l
v...
xueu uuuirj un.
nnr wnpn.
v..r'-T- r
W
hnmnn hpcnme n race of millionaires
river,
Red
of
the
bank
on the north
bank. Peace reigned.
and the Texans were oil plutocrats on the south
and disposition, changed
character
in
r,..,
h
ohovik
iiui uie xveu nvci, uciu6
The
mere scraps of paper
oil
leases
to
make
best
did
her
and
her channel
on the north bank
been
had
which
land
left
That
river shifted northward.
land. Oklahomans
on the south bank, and Texans grabbed the
men, It

KILL THE COLD!

rt

1

river ought to separate Texas from

POSSESSION.

entitled to his

Is

sulting from kidney, liver and uric add
troubles. AU druggists, three sizes.
Leak for Ike nans Cold Medal oa every baa
aa4 accapt bo imitation

Some Weep.
We sometimes pity Argus,
old sinner:
That hundred-eyeJust think If wine made him peel
The onions for his dinner.

Day
Women Will Discuss This Odd Case for Many a
.

Life is a burden when the bod
it racked with pain. Everything
worries and the victim becomes
despondent and downhearted. To
bring back the sunshine take

ions."
"Quite true; and in many cases
they don't appear to be of the slightest use to anybody but the owner."

h

.

to be single."

BETTER
DEAD

The national remedy of Holland for over
JOO years; It is an enemy of all pains re-

A little "Danderlne" cools, cleanse
and makes the feverish, Itchy scalp
soft nnd tillable: then this stimulating
tonic nenetrates to the famished hair
roots, revitalizing and Invigorating ev
ery hair in the head, thus stopping the
W?UVhat should she do? If she warned her father he might kill her hus- tair falling out, getting thin, scraggly
himself be killed.
- U1U'a uui no...
rom him ho- miirht
.i.o
BUB .it
UHUU.
Twentv-fourtstreet, one or fndinar.
n,- -'
.
West
.
.
o v,Amo
i.. mmci
sne nurneu i-to- net
After a few application of "Dander
i,".., wiq with
her broth
parents,
them,
her
lne" vou seldom find a fallen hair or a
told the family of her husband and pleaded
ers, her sisters not to provoke him if ne came.
particle of dandruff, besides every hair
a
.
mot n Smith Oaklev- avenue.
shows more Hie, vigor, brightness, coior
eoccaueiu uu u.o tinrnnii .
ine
a nne.
The vountrer man fell, still snooting.
v..- oimnctm
.
nnd thickness.
XWU B11UIO uimiucvi
refuge
took
corner,
and then
..
.
j t,m tho nrntootinn of the
A few cents buys a bottle or de
in the body of his
lightful "Danderlne" at any drug or
behind a stalled motortruck and put four more bullets
Adv.
He had hit him six times out of six.
widow, born toilet counter.
Tr wn. either Roberto or ray father," cried the Boccanero
o
f.
i tHoñ to stoo It but I couldn't. What should I have done?
A jackknlfe in the hands of a boy Is
almost as dangerous as a jackpot In
the hands of a man.

.
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GOLDI'EDAL

son-in-la-

SAFE

You are invited to write for free advice
No other medicine has been so successful in relieving woman's suffering
as has Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Wnitimi mnw receive free
and helpful advice by writing the Lydia
E. Pinknam Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass.
Such letters are received and answered
by women only and held in strict
confidence.
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ARE YOU INTERESTED
IN TEXAS OIL

"j

beauty.

nf Tin ran 11 find
There was Diuer euiuuy uemreu
Boccanero
CHICAGO.
when
day
on
ago
the
years
four
began
about
It
wound
ncouired a wife and a wound. The wife was Jennie Barontl, and the
was a dagger thrust through the right
hand, given by John Barontl, Jennie's
father.
The Boccaneros went to live at
704 South Paulina street after their
elopement, and If Jennie ever went
to the home of her parents and her
brothers and her sisters It was by
stealth.
The bitterness grew, for every
time Boccanero looked at his hand he
hoped the dnircer thrust And
frequently, the neighbors say, the ven- m
onri ho wont in nenreh of Barontl.
.
,ith if tho riilemmn. of Jennie Boccanero. Her
announced his Intention of giving wound for
had
and
gun
a
had
husband
i.

.

did effect I can now do my housework and my washing. I have recommended your Vegetable Compound and
your I3100U jhbuiciikj mm nuco ui
friends are taking them to advantage.
You can use my name for a testimonial.
-- Mrs. Theresa Coventry, 75 Burnett
St, Newark, N. J.

A few cents will save your
hair and double Its

Hurry!

Dead
Juliet a True Capulet, So Romeo Is
.

a good medicine and
tried it with gülen- -

SAO CASE.

good-lookin- g

cIi

Wiltons of people who worry, are despondent, have apelle of mental depreeelon, feel
blue and are often melancholy, believe that

YEARS MISERY

"I think you'll do." said Mr. Jagsby
to the new maid, "but there's one
thing I want to impress on you."
"What is that sir?"
"Whenever you see me retire to my
cellar forahem prayer and meditation, no matter who calls you must
say I'm out Do you understand?"
"Perfectly, sir," replied the maid,
with a knowing smile. "At the last
place I worked sir, the gentleman of
the house ahem prayed and medbladder disorders.
a
cannot In itated so much my mistress had half
.Tnd Shits Is Inexpensive:
In to see him, sir, and
doctors
dozen
effervescent
jure, makes a delightful
put him Into
llthla-wate- r
beverage, and belongs In I was told they had to
a kind of jacket."
every home, because nobody can make
a mistake by having a good kidney
A Guess.
flushing any time. Adv.
"I saw Snubb kiss a girl the other
!"
Many a man loves his enemy because nleht
I
Why, he told me today he'd
"What
lti comes out of a pocket flask.
never kissed one single girl in his
whole life."
nUMnCDIMC CTHPS
I remember
"It's very probable,
HAIR FALLING OUT thinking at the time that she was too

govern
He wrote to the post office Inspector that he had taken $550 of
money.
ment

Chicago

KIDNEYS

The American men and women must
miard constantly aealnst Kidney trou
ble, because we eat too much and all
our food Is rich. Our blood is nnea
with uric acid which the kidneys strive
tn niter out. thev weaken from over
work, become slueglsh : the ellminatlve
tissues clog and the result is Kidney
trouble, bladder weakness and a general decline in health.
When ronr kidneys feel like lumps
of lend : vour back hurts or the urine
Is cloudy, full of sediment or you are
obliged to seek relief two or three
times durlne the nlüht: If you suirer
with sick headache or dizzy, nervous
nells. acid stomach, or you have rheu- mntlsm when the weather is bad, get
from your pharmacist about four
ounces of Jad Salts; take a taoie- snoonful In a class of water before
breakfast for a few days and your
kidneys will then act fine. This fa
mous salts Is made from the acid ol
grapes and lemon juice, combined
with lithla, and has been used tor
fenerations to flush and stimulate
clogged kidneys; to neutralize the
acids In the urine so it no longer Is a
source
of Irritation, thus ending

d I sense

Caused by

FOR

Bothers.

o
suu
D medicine for his six children. Ilerbert Sherwood, postmaster of the little
village' of Bancroft, far up In the northern Maine wilderness, took money
. . .1
.1 d
ul.nn
rrom tlie government i. iunua,
his fault to a post office In
spector, was arrested and brought to
Uansor. and In defuult of $1,000 ball
was sent to Jail to await trial In the
United States district court.
Bancroft's post office used to pay
$11 a month. , Since last spring it has
paid $13 a month. This, with what
little the postmaster could coax from
tho irrndcinfl' olí. constituted the
income of the family. Yet the Sher
1101110
In
little
hnnnv
n.nnlo
... thplr
.-. i ,'
I'
II UUUO ncra
until the Influenza epidemic swept Maine last year and the wife ana moiner
fell ill. Then one by one, four of the six children fell ill with Influenza.
There was no one to do the housework, no one to care for the younger one,
himself, and in two
or nurse the sick but the overworked
'
wudIii ho u'na a nhvalrnl find Almost n mental wreck.
rrv,
.lia orM mnthor Hioii iin tn this timn the hills had been paid.
Now all Sherwood's resources were exhausted. None of his neighbors was
able to lend.
Thoro wna mnnpv In the nost office, safe. He saw no way out except
to borrow of the United States government. With anything like decent luck
I
k ...,1,1 n
hanl hofr.ro tho novr nppnnntlnc time. He took enough to pay
for a decent burial for his wife, then a little more for medicine for the four
sick children and a few visits from the doctor.
Rnr the nnstmnster's luck In the following months was far from decent.
along
Els crops were almost nothing, his cow died. He struggled bravely
as his only helper
pliUsf. nf the children,
nM
flmiFhtPr.
Vita
..Irk
me
oiAit-- j
nuu
had
and comforter, and possibly might have pulled through If his own health contiihorpiiinsia hnH lnld hold uoon
him and his
nJU. miimnnora
jiu.iuviii.. j
UUl IUUCU.
ana
worry
ntltutlon, never strong, gave way under the combined strain of work,
mm
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AND TAKE

Take a Glass of Salts If Your Back
Hurta or Bladder

Saves Wife From a Pauper's Grave; Faces Prison
VTM

LESS

SALTS

rafa

AM ER

Atchison, Cans.!

AGid-Gíomn-

EAT

STDRIE

Those WomeaYho
Dread Middle Life
"I

SPANISH-AMERICA-

ALL

TRUCKS
andDistributora
CARS factory
WESTERN AUTO SUPPLY AGENCY
1562-6Broadway. Denver. Cok.
4

EVERYTHING
IN

MUSIC

arrraat In the wast. Lowest nriee. High
est quality. Writs or call upon us about
any Musical Instrument, Victrola, Records,

T

Rolls,

Sheet

KNIGHT-CAMPBEL-

1625-3- 1

Music.

MUSIC CO.

L

Denver

California Street

BronchialTroublos
the
the Irritation and you relieve
and effectively
diitraa. Do both quickly
remedy
dependable
promptly
by uaing

Soothe

t

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

A. A. Wynne
-- "'(.1a

'A

Únited States
Commissioner,
Mosquero, N. M

Á n

hA1

Homestead Matters attended to,
Filings
Publications,
Finn!
Proofs. Legal Papers drawn up
and acknowledgements taken.
FOR SALE 80 acres deeded land, '
northwest of Solano, N. M.
MRS. MARTHA FRANK,
... San Angelo, Texas. I

3

2 miles

Í

SEED POTATO
S.
south of Solano.
of- -J.

-

;

'Mi- -

y

;

!:; For Sale.
HORTON, 4 mile

F.n-qui-

FARM FOR SALE
90 acres of wheat in and looking
fine, three and a half miles of fence,
Good Well and plenty of Good JValer.
Gocd neighborhood near school on ru
ral mail route and telephone line, It
miles from Roy. Priced to sell.
W. C. YARBROUGH.
Roy, N. M, Route A.
4tpd.
E
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SHU

to
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The Highest Prices Ever Known
That's What You'll Get from "SHUBERT"
AND WILL PAY THE PRICE TO GET

WE WANT 'EM NOW

N?l LARGE

NEUTRA LARGEr

l XTBA

TQ

Nil SMALL

N?I MEDIUM

iveRHOf

IKTfl

18.00 to 15.00

125.00 to 20.00
18.00 to 15.00

Hetdlui

.

fKTBA

TO

AVf BAOt

TO

Ñ9T1

T

AVCBUCE

M

TQ

OQIM

3i

LITY

COYOTE

Hon FniCas4

iy.

TO AVEOfcOE

'EM

-

14.00 to 10.00

1

1

12.00(0 8.50
8.00 to 6.00

1

7.50 to 5.50

1

7.00 to 3.50

5.00 to 4.00

1

5.00 to

300

LYNX CAT InÜT''

Heavy Furred
Ordinary

120.00 to 16.00

1

l5.00 to 12.00

14.00 to 12.00
10.00 to 8.00

1

10.00 to 8.00

1

7.00 to 5.00

1

7.00 to 5.00
4X0 to 3.00

1

7.00 to 3.50
4.00 to 2.00

i

New Barber Shop
H.B. BOIIANON,

Prop'r.

Shop in connection with the
Roy Cafe.
,
Prompt and efficient service
Your Patronage Solicited,

Fuel miitiit
miiturr thoruuKMy
A

lmarr.

Wt

111

X-- '

Croat Section ol lh Sttry Cautiur.
rbuwlor nd enlírin
forain (rom
fuitml nri rntrrmi rylindcr. J
Furl hrlvr

(uiflr.

B
coming

t
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not a Racer.
This machine is a work-hors- e
It is built to draw loads and will doit. No other
line is so extensively known as the AVERY line
We made many enquiries before we selected any line of Machines and
finally made a wise choice and got the AVERY, You should do likewise,

Block, ROY

Great-Wester- n

FOUND New Top Cover for Ford
Car. Its at the
office.
S--

GREY FOX
Cased

9.00 to 7.00

6.50 to 5.50

5.00 to 4.00

3.75 to 3.00

3.50 to

2J0

These extremely high prices for New Mexico Furs are based on the
n
"SHUBERT" liberal grading and are quoted for immediate shipment No. 3, No. 4 and otherwise inferior skins at highest market
value. Ship your Furs now when we want 'em. You'll get "more
money" and get it "quicker" too.
.
.
-- t
a
well-know-

"SHUBERT" RETURNS WILL MAKE YOU HAPPY
SHIP TODAY-A- ND
KEEP 'EM COMING FAST
'

SH"

AU

YoUl

rUR

D,ftKT

T0

A:B. S HUBERT

,

'

THE LAR6EST HOUSE IN THEVIORLD DEN.IN6. EXCLUSIVELY

IÑ

RAW FURS
AMERICAN
Z527W. Austin Ave.Dt
V.S.A
2160

Tribute to the Press.

hrels

n literature
T,Is haVe
parents, school,

but the

pupil, theater example, counselor,
nil in one
Let me make the newspapers
and
careot who makes the religion or
the

Jaws.-We-

Phillips

n(lell

Chicago.'

Useless to Try.
These were tha words in a lecture,
which aroused untimely mirth
expense: "The paths up this mountain are too steep for even n mute to
climb; therefore I did not attempt tha
ascent myself." Exchange.
nt-m-

Undertaker
Licenced Embalmer

J. C. Dodds,
Roy, N.M.
Prompt and Efficient Service.
Day or night.
Funeral Director, All details
planned and executed.

i

V

J

I

J

J
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m
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lAator Fiarmiiifi.Thresliisif
and Road Building MachfetGip

GARAGE

LIBERTY

A small - grey mule,
ESTRAY.
young, fractious, has brand inditftinct
.
.
V over lazy S on left hip. Is in my
Trial of Matrimony.
pasture 6 miles Southwest of Glad.We were stopping ut a hotel, while
stone, N. Mex. Owner eome and get OB oar honeyruoon. ami were trying
her, and pay adv. and feed.
to hide tlie- - fact that we were newly- weds. We succeeded jnite well nnt(l
H. PHILLIPS.
dinner time:. Just as we had reached
the center of tlie big dining hnll, a
Four registered O. I. C. hogs for tot stood up'on.her chnfrand shouted,
'sale, one boar and three sows, all tha "Which one' is the bride, mamma?"
sows will bring litters within thirty Every one tiien knew, by my
that It was I a most emdays. All priced to sell.
barrassed bride. Chicago- - Tribune1.
H. G. BAUMANN,
Mills, N. Mex.
telltale-blushing-

ait
Up Against the Real Thing.
Maurice was obstinate, und Robert,
w,ilinvr,
llJ VBra hw swnior
to make h,m mint. Finally be march- ed over to him, imd, grasping him by
the collar, shook him; and said, "Look
here, young fellow, you haven't got
your father to deal with this time."

Mrs.

J- -

P. Reynolds.

Teacher of Piano.

,

53a3

ooo

MOLINE rRACTOR

THE UNIVERSAL CAR
There are more than 3,000,000 Ford cars in
daily service throughout the world, and fully
eighty percent of these are Ford Touring Cars.
There are many reasons for this, not the least of
which is the simplicity in the design of the car,
so easy to understand; likewise it is easy to
operate; and mighty inexpensive compared to
other motor cars. On the farm, in the city, for
business and for family pleasure, it is the car of
the people, and the demand is increasing every
day. Let us have your order promptly if you
want one.

BEMONSTR ATK

KOJ9 New
Moiiday, March, 8Í

t

Beck Motor
Company

X

Manager.

J. W. BECK,
U 111

lE

1

A Carload of the Latest Thing in

I-
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farm

A Strictly

TRACTORS
'ONE-MA- N

Prsposition

See them in Action
In Charge of an Expert from the Factory and
our Mr. R. C. Barrett, Tractor Expert for th-e-

erseei

CA TIL

M

COMPANY.
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3

He
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We are now Ready!

For Blacksmithing
and Wagon Work,
That Storage Battery?
When did you have it Tested last? It is very
likely to Freeze now and discharged Batteries
freeze easily.
.

The ANDERSON GARAGE and Machine Works
is Now prepared to give you the service that your
Watch your Battery!
Batteries demand,

Anderson Garage &
Machine Works.
it::,:,;;11

.,
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